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VOLUME C

New Course

Governor Calls Student
Conference : Attacks .
Issues 2

!

Fulfills
Requirement
By Paul JilSer
One result of this year's canicu
lar changes is a new emphasis en
interdisciplinary courses, and one
course which embodies the interdisciplinary approach, "Perspectives
on Great Human Issues," is to be.
offered next semester.
Under the new degree require
ments approved . interdlsclplin ary
courses can be counted toward a
student's distribution in any of the
three academic divisions of
science, and humanities.
"Perspectives on Great Human
Issues" is interdisciplinary in that
it does not view its subject from
one discipline's perspective, out
employs the perspectives of artists,
novelists, political theorists, philos
ophers, playwrights, psychologists.
r
and theologians.
The course reflects a serious ana
concerted effort to fulfill the classic
liberal arts approach to subject and
method of Instruction. It addresses
the universal topics of reality, the
self and society; and it pools the
talents of three senior faculty
members with experience in inter
' disciplinary instruction. They are
professors Robert Smith, Peter
Havholm and Donald Harward of
the Religious Studies, English, and
Philosophy departments respectivesci-ence,so-
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was introduced in 1955. Both
courses were phased out in the late
60's when student concern with
to
traditional, historical approaches
'
basic questions dwindled.
Commenting on tne new course in
relation to attitudes in the 60'a
which brought about the demise of
similar courses, professor Havholm
said that "...many of the com
plaints of students and faculty dur
ing the 60 s were legitimate, out tne
baby got thrown out with the bathwater."
Some new concerns will be re
flected in "Perspectives on Great
Human Issues." Some attention
will be given to minority and worn-en- s'
interests because they pertain
to the great human issue of freedom and oppression.
Summing the course, smith com
mented. "There is a value to the
concept of the Renaissance per...
son."
.
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make in our future. The ability of
colleges, and universities to make
valuable contributions to the welfare of the State would be dimin- -'
lined."
"The perceptions of Ohio schools
would., be . harmed and. : students
graduating" from these schools entire future would be touched."
.
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principle rather than just a system
On Tuesday, November 1. faculty! of registration. After witnessing the
members received a memo regard- frustrations of freshmen in regising reversal of the order for class tration. Harward questioned the
registration. Under this new sys- current class system. Harward
tem, freshmen would have first asks, "On what educational princichoice of classes, followed by soph- ples are we appealing' to in giving
omores, juniors, and finally sen- seniors priority?"
Harward goes on to present a
iors.
Although-th- e
plan was initially solution: "Wouldn't it be fair it we
set for next week's November 12 worked one semester down (freshregistration, the administration has men first) and one semester op
decided to table any changes in (seniors first) since there is no
registration until next spring. This good reason to give one group
decision came in light of new issues priority?"
brought to their attention. These 'Dean Holliday, another adminisissues include lack of student and trator studying the issue, would
faculty input, and the proximity of also like to see some changes in the
its announcement to next weeks registration process. Holliday has
been considering the feasibility of
registration.
- The clan was devised to alleviate an alphabetical system which
the often frustrating experiences of would use a rotational system
freshmen in the registration arena. throughout the alphabet
Holliday points out that such a
Special provisions would be mde
for seniors who were closed out of system would get registration away
needed requirements. It is also from the class concept and. also
assumed that a senior is more apt lend more fairness to the event
Registration next spring will defithan a freshman to confront a
professor about admittance into a nitely see some changes. Whatever,
the new system, its sole intention
closed class.
from
Don Harward, Vice President for win be to give everyone
a fair shake
Academic Affairs, stresses that the freshmen to senior
administration is dealing with a at class registration.
-
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The Teacher Education Program
percent of all general revenue at the College of Wooster will be
funding would be evaluated from Nov.
by the
3
levels. The State Department of Education.
reduced to
-Governor felt that this would transTeacher Edueati it
late into students bearing a major-par- an elective option t : i
jt e 1 1 s
of the financial burden, espe- student for teachizj ca Ui el?
cially those in state universities.
tary and secondary leveL Ttese
With respect to Issue 2, the Gov- courses are free electives, counting
ernor stated that "The fiscal future toward graduation, out not distribuof the state would be controlled by tion or concentration requirements. ,
a 35 majority of legislators rather
All Ohio institutions which
tax programs in teacher education are .
than a simple majority
reform would be virtually impossi- evaluated every five years. Woos- - .
ble." The repealing of tax mea- ter8 14 member evaluation team
sures enacted by the legislature wffl be chaired by Dr. Sally Werth-ei- n
between January and December
of John Carroll University; Dr.
1983 would "drastically reduee G. Robert Bowers, Assistant Supestate funding possibilities'Celeste rior of Education; Dr. Paul Haily,
stressed.
Director of the Division of Teacher
The Governor presented a varie- Education aod Certification;. Kiss
ty of statistics and estimates to Linda Tompson, an education de- support his position. Student fees at partment consultant will represent
public colleges and universities the State Department of Education.
would increase 30 percent on top of Also on the team will be one college
the average 80 percent increase student two education professors
years. from private colleges, an education
experienced over the last
This would purportedly reduce ac- professor from a state university, a
cess to higher education for low high school teacher, two elementa- ry school teachers,- - a secondary
and middle income families.
State subsidy support per student supervisor and a citizen represent-..-.- -'
is estimated to fall to the 1979-8- 0
ative. '.
level, which would represent! a 30
Before arriving , at the College
percent loss in institutional buying each member of the team will have
power. The Governor informed the received Scot's Key. the catalog
students that an estimated 21.000 and the institutional report to famipublic and private college students liarize themselves with the school.
from families with incomes be- The team will arrive on Tuesday,
tween $16,000 and 825,000 would lose November 8, for dinner : and a
reception. Wednesday . and Thurstheir Ohio Instructional Grants.
Ten thousand private college stu- day will be spent examining de-dents would lose their Student partment records and interviewing
Choice Grants.
President Copeland. Dean Holliday,
Celeste felt that "the general v
Continued on Page 12 ; ;
quality of higher education would
funds,-educatio-

Administration Reconsiders
Registration Procedures

.

Education

Hons."
. The Ohio Department of Taxation
estimates that the State would lose
$L5 billion if Issue 3 is adopted.
The Governor argued that because
education funding is receiving- - 41
v.---

ly.
The coarse will include both lecture and discussion, and the reading will include works from .Freud
and Hachlaveiu to sopnocies ana

Such a course is not new to The
College. Smith informed, for a very
similar eourse was introduced by
Howard Lowry in 1944, Also similar
in approach was the freshman requirement of Liberal Studies, which

program 'eliminations or limitat'
"v. '. t : ;
ions. '
"Education is one of the most'
important Investments we can

lations do exist between th Insfitn- -,

--

i Smith.

an equivalent
number of positions Program support would also be reduced forcing
ng

without-eliminati-

;

cial

Shakespeare.
Professor Smith sees a return to
the principle that the liberally educated person should be familiar
with certain texts and ideas in an
interdisciplinary context "In past
years there has been a distinct but
; slow return to viewing basic questions about human existence," said

be jeopardized." He stated ihat.no
salary Increases could be given

.

:
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By Emily Drage
Last . Wednesday evening at his
Columbus home, the Governor of
Ohio, Richard Celeste, spoke to 150
college students about Issues 2 and
3 and how they, will negatively
affect students.
The conference reflected a .concerted effort by the Governor to
mobilize student support against
Issuem 2 and 3. Passage of the
issues would repeal tax increase
legislation which was previously
passed by Celeste's administration.
Said the Governor, The repercussions of State Issues 2 and 3, if
passed by voters on November 8,
will be felt not only in the corridors
of government, but throughout every community in Ohio." r
Addressing the question of the
Issue's effect upon private institutions such as The College of Woos-te-r,
the Governor responded with
the admission that the passage of
the Issues would be felt -hardest at
the state universities.
He felt, however, that "There
would be a spillover effect Once
public institutions are damaged,
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Kenarden

What We Value

Too Old

Alright. I promise not to mention alcohol. The big news of the
week is that The College of Wooster has begun to reverse a longstanding myth about collegiate life.
In recent years college students have been blatantly maligned as
nothing more than a bunch of spoiled,
that could care less about what happens in the world as long as they
have a party to go to and beer to drink. (Sorry, that one slipped.)
stereotypes
Where do people come up with these
anyway? (They certainly have never been to one of this campus'
self-interest-

'

free-loade-rs

ed,

far-fetch- ed

parent's death certificate to miss registration.)
So what's the big campaign? One of the state issues? Governmental policy? I give up. Actually, it's Coolness (Capital C). Say
' what? Coolness: we're raising money for a ventilation system in the
campus pub. Yeah. sure.
- OK. In all truth, I'm not trying to say that this is a bad idea or is
a worthless effort (although that possibility certainly exists). It is
just interesting, and important, to realize what we seem willing to
spend time and effort on, and what we don't seem willing to spend
.
time and effort on.
How many students will bother to register and vote, either for or
against, the three state issues that will directly affect them? How
many students even take the time to rationally consider these issues.
iet alone . problems in Lebanon or other parts of the world? At this, ,
- .point, it matters little, howone will stand on such issues, because
certainly the easiest option is to avoid these topics.
Perhaps it is the 'American way to find a goal of material gain.
rally up the people, and tackle the 'problem.' Perhaps we are more
willing to do these types of projects because they lead to immediate
material, observable results. Perhaps we are willing to do them
because we receive personal benefit. (It is. amazing what happens to
' apathy when personal comfort and gain are in question.) Perhaps we
are more willing to act on certain problems because they are less
complex, require little thought, or carry some degree of enjoyment.
Whatever the reason, I hope we don't burn ourselves out for next
always thought the arcade was in
weeks pressing campaign-I'- ve
obvious need of some new video games.
TomHetrick
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Nuclear Freeze Debated
By Warren A. Seidel
amount of peacenik causistry can
As is so often the case with erase them.
proponents of the Nuclear Freeze,
One of the more poignant tutori- the Freeze advoeates in attendance als on the inner workings of the
the recent Douglass debate dis- Soviet system was recent! perplayed what can only be described formed before the House Select
; m genuine, lack, of understanding Committee on Intelligence by Arka-- of strategic nuclear affaira. Instead dy Shevchenko,
a Soviet career
e
adviof using facts, and the historical diplomat who was a
. record to garner support for their sor to Foreign Minister Andre wi
cause,-- they rely, instead upon my- - Groinyko, and who at the time of
, opic misrepresentations of history, his defection held the rank of amsimplistic slogans, and maudlin hy bassador plenipotentiary while
y
,;,perbole.
serving' as the U.N.s
told
Throughout its history. the
Shevchenko
Mr.
General.
"Freeze movement ias neglected the committee:
reality, perhaps due to the greed of "The longer I served in the
movers,, who seeking Utopian Soviet diplomatic service and the
'---
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' circumstances

.;-lts..

for' themselves,
Jhe slightest regard for
.yivuips ui .me . pouucai ana
.' economic oppression caused by the
.6 - .
; Soviet Union and. its proiies." After
., ,
n.iT.'alL nuclear weaponsafe a horrible
tithing,, fijit their presence does not
'represent' as fearful a threat as do
...
, . chemical weapons to the victims of
yellow rauW. "7
..',
njfie there 'afe those that would
y."r,
XiownpJLay the Significance of the
'"V-h- "
soviet challenge, the facts of the
.balance of power between Russia
i and. the U.S. are simple, stark, and
profoundly disturbing
and no
..V
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Secondly, when somebody flushes
a toilet in the basement, it provokes a Neanderthal, roar of severe
discomfort from a victim in a third
floor shower that is probably audible to the whole campus.'
The problem is that Kenarden is
old. Kenarden is so old that before
they built it they had to dear away
the discards from Ronald Reagan's
Brontosaurus
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great-grandmothe- r's

Bone Soup.
The time is now and the roaches
are ripe. Let's do something before
we have to put down our golf clubs

from hallway putting practice
(beer cans are holes) to play
Let's stomp out
grime.
Or we could always club it out
Grant Stevenson
catch-the-greasy-rode-

nt.

The flags atop Xauke Hall were flown at half-ma- st
tins weak, m
neogamoa of the over-SOAmericaa soldiers who were aUughtered m the
n
war-toro
cny
tne Moony,
nunttie
Beam. Lebanon,
O

d

Sexist - Statement Attacked
Editors:
Recently I have heard complaints
that the Voice does not seem to be
as exciting as in previous years. I
would have to agree that it rarely
appears to be as controversial as
has been the case in the past.
Readers of the Voice should understand that this is not due to
apathy, but rather a realization
articles are
that attention-seekin- g
not the most effective method of
solving problems.
Louise Blum Is gone (thank goodness) and there are few left who
are capable of writing such literary
masterpieces and still manage to
remain silent when it comes to
discussing issues publicly.;
However, following in the shadow
of past extremists such as Louise,
Dave Johnston, Kevin Grubb and of
course .Tim Spence, I find that
attacking the Jugular vein may be
the best route in provoking a response.
Once again, sexism has raised
it's evil head here at The College.

I'm referring to the student debate
held October 16 in Douglass
Lounge.

The debate dealt with a nuclear
freeze informative, yet
uneffective in persuading either
side. More importantly, one woman
higher I rose, the more I saw the of the student audience was quite
Machiavellian duplicity and fraud effective in displaying her sexist
in Soviet foreign policy; and the views.
Her mode of expression was a
more I was convinced that it was
not a policy of peace, but a 'policy loud, emotional and seemingly irraof aggression, expansion and en- tional speech aimed at nuclear
r weapons. Following
the harangue it
slavement of other people."
Terming detente a camouflage was indicated (in a diplomatic
for ruthless Soviet power politics, manner) that the speech was, in
Shevchenko said that the 'Soviet fact, very emotional and irrational.
Union is "engaged in an 'arma- - Retracing the footsteps of the
ments program more rapid and late Secretary of the Interior,
.intensive than any since Hitler's James Watt, the woman pr.tceeded
to plant her foot squarely in her
' Continued on Page 4
mouth by responding: "If th.it isn't
.
,

vrtTf'-

one-by-o-ne.
--

full-fledge- d,-

-

tx.

es

calm, intellectually stimulating social 'gatherings.')
and apathetic. I've even
People claim that students are care-fre- e
heard professors say that the only thing students bother to get upset
about anymore is grades. (How absurd. Just yesterday. I was so
infuriated when my third pizza of the week came late, that I
personally called the manager.)
There is a feeling that this college is becoming more detached-th-at
students are into isolationism and don't want to be bothered with
the mundane problems of the everyday world. People think just
because we don't go to convocation that we can't interact or function
as a group. (How stupid. Just give me my 'walkman' and leave me

alone.)
Of course these charges are based on unsubstantiated innuendo.
and we are happy to report that this institution is now exposing the
myths behind such claims. The College of Wooster is now a
working example of a cohesive community that has rallied
, .
for the common good.
" Students and staff members alike are giving up their precious
time and effort to sell buttons, put up posters, work at fund raisers,
and collect money. Even the President has offered to financially help
the cause. The registrar's office is cooperating fully by allowing
- those hard working students who will miss registration next Saturday
' to be registered by other students. (Usually, one is required to have a

Editors:
There's something wrong with
Kenarden's plumbing.
First of all, the water is contaminated with 'lodgites.'. My guts run
for cover way before I bit the
Lowry Center breakfast line. I have
stocked up on water purification
tablets, and I advise my dorm-matto do the same.
I bought my first hot pot from
Retzlers just in case the situation
gets to the point where I have to
boil my water before drinking it. Of
course I can simply drink some of'
Kenarden's water when I am in
need of a good diuretic, but unfortunately it comes out the other end.
Let's eradicate lodgitis before it
passes to Andrews and kills us off

weapons-

-

a sexist statement, I don't know
what is."
May I point out to this woman
that the young man who responded
to her speech did not indicate that
a man or a woman had spoken so
emotionally and irrationally: only
that the speech was emotional and
irrational.
I feel that the woman's statement

in response to the criticism wa
degrading to both men and womei
In addition to this, I believe tht
her response was directed specif
cally at the female perspective.
Certainly she is not indicatin
that women (in general) are to
emotional and irrational. I think a
explanation is in order.
David Burke
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Lebanon:
A Survey

f

.

. t.
f
Should Thb Uriih

History

In

f

5.

Last week President Reagan made
the following statement in a press
conference addressing the incidents
in both Lebanon and Grenada :

"

think we should all recognize
that these deeds make so evident
the bestial nature of those who
would assume power If they could
have their war and drive us out of
that area; that we must be more '
determined than ever that they
cannot take over that vital and
strategic area of the earth, or for
that matter, any other part of the

earth."
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Here are some probable

reand politi-

sponses from politicians
cal theorists who have come back
to haunt us:
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"People who know little are
usually great talkers, while men
who know much say little." --Jean
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"The march of the human mind
d
is
Burke

"If when the chips are down, the
world's most powerful nation. acts
like a pitiful helpless giant, the
forces of totalitarism and anarchy
will threaten free nations and free
institutions through out the world."
Richard Nixon in u
a speech announcing
U.S. offensive in
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Cambodia.

cy' ended by leaving democracy
more unsafe in the world than at
any. time since the collapse of the

revolutions of 1848.
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cause of naif their errors.
Stuart MOl
"If we take from history the
discussion of why, how and wherefore each thing was done and
whether the result was what we
should reasonably expected, what
is left is a clever essay but notthea
lesson, and while pleasing for
moment, of no possible benefit for
the future." --Pdyblus
"When the president does it that
means it's not OlegaL " Richard
"-Jo-
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aSoap, Disputed
Editors:

letter is ia response to last
week's commentary Soap And... by
If ary Fitxelle. It appears to us that
her statement concerning the
present situation in Nicaragua
This

paints a rosy picture of a regime
that has proven to have one of the
worst human rights records in the
history of the Americas.
It is true that on July If. Wt, the
Sandinista Revolution was victorious over the Somoza government,
giving hope to the Niearaguans that
years of human
after forty-thre- e
rights violations, the three million
Nixon '..
citizens would be able to have their
"Political language is designed to civil rights restored. What was not
Fitzelle's piece is
make lies sound truthful and mur- mentioned in Us. disappointment
to
give an that much to the
der respectable,: and to to
pure the majority of the Nicaraguan
appearance of solidity
populous, the Sandinista Regime
Orwell
wind."
--
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"Power is the great aphrodisiac" --Henry Kissinger
"The fatal tendency of mankind

.Ti III.1 Le b,. Controlled
icrJ
I

111.

1

"War involves in its progress
such a train of unforeseen and
unsupposed circumstnces that no
human wisdom can calculate the
end. It has but one thing certain,
and that is to increase taxes."
Thomas Paine

to leave oft thinking about a thing
when it is no longer doubtful is the
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"The world has achieved brilliance without conscience. Ours is a
world of nuclear giants and ethical
infants." Omar Bradley
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"With supreme irony, the war to
make the world safe for democra-

has proven less desirable than its
predecessor.
lis. Fitxelle states: '.The Sandiclean
nistas are trying to provide
water, better medical care, education, and recreational facilities in
which the entire population will be
able to partake." For the average
Nicaraguan citizen, who has to wait
on ration lines for nearly all essential goods, it has proven that the
Sandinistan attempts are far from
successful.
Recreational facilities are not all
open to the entire population, as
was shown in the conversion of
Managua's synagogue into an elite
social club for children of
Sandinistan officials. This
took place after the Sandinistans
slaughtered over 75 of the
population, and expelled aU the survivors.
Religious persecution In Nicaragua does not end with the Jews.
high-ranki- ng

Jew-ish-Nlcarag-

uan

ProtesSandinistans also attack the villages
tants with raids on their
and harassment of their, church
leaders. The Catholics. Baptists.o
Mormons, Moravians and the
Indians have had similar problems, with many preachers having
to have their sermons approved by
government censors. "
Ms. Fitzelle's article describes
Sandinistan Foreign Minister. Miguel D'Escoto. as having said,
there are four basic pillars. on
which the Sandinistan government
rests: nationalism, democratic aspiration, the democratic Ideal, and
Christian --virtue." Those who are
not associated with the government
find this statement to be a hilarious
Mis-ktt-

Z Prensa was
for
shut down.
many years he only voice of opposition during the So mot a regime. In
Nicaragua there U, no essential
the other point of
need
to-hea-

r'

view" stated Carla.Ferdinando
Chamdrro, editor of the crucial
Sandinistan government
'

.

xne dch inqenn urn

uac oumjt
a democ-

nistans have not created
racy are the ever4nreas!rg number
of human rights violations. As Zav-le- r
Cuadra, a member of Kicarar
gua's ' Permanent CommUsisn on
Human RlghU stated It, "TL very
concept of ri2s has CLxt?7ttrtl
in Nicaragua. Rights are now
something conceived of as a girt
from the authorises. In this sense
hypocrisy.
In violation of Sandinistan law the human rights situation Is worse
"guaranteeing" free expression, than it- was daring the Somoza
the county's only Independent years.-,:;:.v
newspaper. La Prensa, is now
Anirew D. Cdlnta
heavily censored and repeatedly
,
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News

,

DEBATE

Digest

Compiled by Chris Lose
(Washington) Les Janka, a Reagan aide, quit over the handling of
media coverage during the Grenada invasion. Controversy over false
information U.S. officials gave regarding last week's invasion was
the cause of his resignation,
sources reported. The Pentagon
acknowledged that a U.S. bomber
accidently hit a civilian hospital
during the first day of the assault
The fighting in Grenada seems to
be waning amid signs of an ongoing
U.S. presence. The U.S. plans to set
up an embassy on the tiny island
following withdrawal. U.S. forces
captured General Hudson Austin,
who had ousted former Prime Minister Bishop in a coup two weeks
ago. President Reagan continued to
assert that Grenada was about to
become a Soviet-Cuba- n
satellite
and U.S. officials said they have
found data showing Grenadian supply agreements with the Soviet
Union, Cuba, and North Korea.
Resistance from Cuban soldiers increased the difficulties encountered
by the operation, which commenced Tuesday, and the U.S.
forces were reinforced to 6,000.

President Reagan declared that
Cuba was preparing to occupy
Grenada before the U.S. forces
arrived. The Pentagon released the
U.S. casualty list as 11 killed, 76
missing Monday.
(Istanbul) The death toll from

wounded and

7

the earthquake that struck Eastern
Turkey rose to at least 1,100 people.
Authorities say that 500 people
were seriously hurt and 25,000 left

homeless. The U.S. offered emergency aid.
(Challis, Idaho) The first killer
earthquake to hit the U.S. since
1975

rocked eight northwestern

states, centered in Idaho, and registered 6.9 on the Richter scale.
Two people were killed in Challis,
Idaho. It was the strongest quake
in the U.S. since 1959.
(Beirut) Lebanese President
opened peace talks in Geneva. Separately,
staff with the UJS. Marine peacekeeping forces are to be moved to
Ge-may- el

'"non-essentia- l"

ships.

offshore

The

U.S.-backe-

d,

Lebanese government is aiming for an accord to
withdraw all foreign troops from
Lebanon, while the Syrian-backe- d
opposition is demanding that the
government cancel its troop withdrawal agreement with Israel. The
death toll for the Oct 23 attack on
the Marines has now reached over
Christian-dominate- d

230.

-

-

"

Continued from Page 2

armament of Germany before the
Second World War."

A Freeze would reward this
buildup and permanently lock
Ameirca into a position of strategic
inferiority. Since 1970, the Soviets
have introduced eleven new or
modified ICBMs, while we have
introduced one, the MX, and even
its future is uncertain. In the same
period, they have introduced nine
new or modified SLBMs, while we
have introudced only two. Today
the Soviet Union has over 300 s,
the ultimate doomsday weapon. The United States has, nothing
comparable.
The Soviets built the first ICBM,
the first SLBM, the first ABM
system and the first killer satellites. The current arms race is
hardly American sponosred. It is
true that the United States was
ahead in the strategic blance during the 1960s. During that time,
Pentagon officials determined that
d
we would have exactly 1,054
SS-18-

land-base-

SLBMs. During the 1970s, the Soviets caught us
in both quantity and quality, and
instead of settling for parity, raced
pastes into a position of strategic
ICBMs and

656

superiority.
During the Carter Administration, the Minuteman production
lines were shut down, the Bprogram was 'scrapped., funding for
the MX was practically eliminated,
and the Trident program was delayed. This was an unofficial freeze
on the American part The Soviets
responded to our generosity by
intensifying the arms race beyond
any previously known level.
Furthermore, despite the contentions of its advocates, a Freeze is
not verifiable. While it is true that
our satellites can indeed detect
Soviet missile silos, those satellites
they
vision
do not have
cannot look into the silo. There is
no way of telling what is in the silo
- it could be empty or it could
MIRV. The
contain a
only way a Freeze can be adequately verified is through
inspection, a proposal which the
Soviet Union adamantly refuses to
-l

--

--

X-r- ay

ten-warhe- ad

on-si- te

consider.
The Freeze also ignores the issue
of defensive weapons. While freezing offensive delivery systems, the
Freeze makes no mention of active
and passive defenisve' systems. If a

country was prohibited from producing nuclear weapons, billions of
dollars would be freed for the
development and procurement of
ABMs, SAMs, and
warfare. Enhancement of defensive
systems would seriously imperil
the strategic balance. Currently the
Soviet Union has 12,000 hardened
SAMs and 3.000 interceptors waitand
ing to greet our aging
over 300 attack submarines are
constantly following our missile-carryin-g
submarines. The United
States is sorely lacking in these
areas.
A Freeze also precludes any possibility of negotiating reductions of
existing stockpiles by effecitvely
removing any Soviet incentive to
negotiate. History has shown that
the only way the Soviets will engage in arms reduction talks is if
they have a strong enough incenanti-submari- ne

B-5- 2s

tive. Rep. Les Aspin

(D-Wis- c),

a

Pentagon critic, blasted
the Nuclear Freeze idea because,
as he says, "It would eliminate the
Soviets incentive to reduce after
the freeze"
In addition, the Soviet Union
cannot be expected to uphold a
Freeze. They have violated evey
major treaty to which they have
Salt I,
ever been a part-Yal- ta.
Helsinki. What evidence could they
give that they would uphold a
treaty now? Certainly not their
actions in Laos, Cambodia, Ethiopia, Poland, Angola, Afghanistan,
South Yemen, etc.
' Unfortunately (here exists on this
-- campus, among. Freeze, supporters,
n
those
the cult of the
who believe that they must aplogize
for every Soviet and Cuban act and
condemn every American act no
matter how noble its intent While
suoDorters of the Freeze may be
they are all too often
they see only
blind in one eye
good on the left and only bad on the
long-tim-e

guilt-ridde-

well-intende-

right

--

1

Consultants

are condemned to repeat them, is

still valid today.
Closed borders, walls, barbed
wire, guards with orders to shoot
on sight anyone attempting to flee
these are the marks of Soviet
control. I doubt very much if any
Freeze supporter wishes he or she
were a Soviet citizen rather than an
does not
American. Very often-onappreciate something until it is
lost Hopefully we will not have to
lose our freedom and liberty to
realize just how valuable these are.
Fortunately, there are realistic
alternatives to the Freeze, such as
President Reagan's START and
n
proposals. It would be
beneficial for all if the Nuclear
Freeze advocates would get behind
the President just once in order to
provide the bipartisan consensus
that would demonstrate to the Soviets that we are indeed serious
about negotiating arms reductions.
Responsible Americans recognize
the severity of the stretegic military situation confronting America
and her Western allies. Others prefer to ignore the stark realities and
prefer the false security of ap-
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peasement through the Nuclear
Freeze. Better judgment I hope,
will prevail.

For more than 200 years, citizens
United Staes willingly allo
cated precious resources - for the
defense of their liberty. Such sacrifices were viewed as a distasteful
but essential aspect of a life of
freedom. Seldom did a generation-pas- s
without a direct threat to the
American cause of freedom and a ;
call to arms. Today, in a modern
technological and nuclear age, the
threats continue, but they are now
dangerously imperceptible to all
but the most astute observers.
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The fact remains that the Soviet
system is inherently evil. We know
and opportunifreedom,
ty. They know tyranny, butchery!
starvation and annihilation, let us
not forget the five million Soviet
citizens who died in prison camps
from 1917 to 1923 and the 16 million
who were murdered in the Gulag.
Let us also not forget they lessons of
ana's
Poland and Afghanista.-Santdictum, that those who do not
remember the lessons of history
self-hop- e,

Technical Careers

ar

Flair Travol

d,

Women Needed In

(Santiago) Argentina's election
results raised hopes abroad that
rethe nation's stalled foreign-deb- t
financing will get under way. Voters elected to replace the military
junta with a president and other
officials. With 90 of the vote iff,
'
By BOBBI COLUNI
the Radical party, candidate, Raul
Computer
technology, promises
Alfonsin, led with 52 of the vote,
dramatic changes in the workplace.
r (The Hague) Around 500.000
protestors demonstrated For wdmen, these changes are not
against U.S. plans to deploy 572 encouraging. Even at the college
new medium-rang- e
missiles in Eu- level, the traditional breakdown in
rope. It was the Netherlands great- malefemale careers is apparent.
Given the current employment
est demonstration in history, and patterns,
computer technology may
was attended by Princess Irene, a
have
the
effect of further increasroyal
family.
of
the
member
Earlir
in the week, NATO leaders agreed ing the disparities in income bemen and women.
to withdraw 1,400 nuclear warheads tween
The rise of labor force participafrom Europe in the next six years, tion
corresponds closely
reducing the total number of war- with by women
the growth in the service
heads in Western Europe to 4,600.
Consequently, more women
(Washington) A defense spending sector.
employed in this sector than
bill for 1251.7 billion cleared the are
sector. Computer techSenate Appropriations Panel. The any other
has created many jobs, but
fiscal 1984 measure did not approve nology
and
funds for a new class of nerve gas mainly in the professional
women
managerial
sectors
where
that President Reagan had called are a minority. for.
anti-nucle-

FonAII Your Travel Needs

In the service sector, innovations
such as the word processor, the
electronic funds transfer systems
used by banks, and the optical
scanners used in supermarkets and
stores have eliminated or downgraded many jobs.
Even the women who have broken into the ranks of lower and
middle management may be adversely affected. Both the monitoring ability of the computer and the
new computer-assiste- d
instructions
(CAI) suggest that the levels of
lower and middle management responsible for training and supervision will become less necessary.
projections are even
The long-ru- n
more gloomy. Industry estimates
predict that in the coming years.
Continued on Page 12
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CAMPUS BRIEFS

Theologian
Visit Campus

Ichabod's
Benefit

Rabbi Laura Geller, director of
the Hillel Foundation at The University of Southern California, will
be The College of Wooster's visiting
theologian Nov.
Geller will speak Nov. 9 at 8:15
p.m. in Freedlander Theatre. She
9-1-

7.

has titled her address, "Beyond
God the Father: A Jewish View."

rfV

The following Sunday, Nov. 13,
10:30 a.m. in McGaw Chapel, she
will deliver a sermon, "Wrestling
With God."
Rabbi Geller will teach a
"Wrestling with the Bible:
Torah as Collective Dream," Nov.
6
at 7 p.m. each night in the
Babcock Hall lounge. On Nov. 17 at
11 a.m. in Lowry Center room 119,
she will lead an open discussion
"Everything You Always Wanted
To ask a Rabbi."

1

i

?

t:

- .

By DON SANDFORD
The students at The College of
Wooster, are embarking on an am,
bitious fund raising program .the
weekend of November 11 and 12.
An independent group , of students
has gotten together to organize a 24
hour dance marathon, in an effort
to purchase a ventilation system
for The College's pub, Ichabod's.
The pub's unique history began in
the spring of 1973,, when a group of
students submitted a proposal to
the deans staff for the first pub on
campus. The six students held a
trial weekend in the old Physical
Education Center (now Severance
Art Center).
brs
The trial weekend was an enort
mous success, and the Student Gov-?-'

:l

:

N

mini-cours- e,

.

14-1-

.

,1

The speech, the sermon, the
and open discussion
are all free and open to the public.
an A.B..in
Rabbi
religious studies with honors from
Brown Vniversity in 1971 and her
ordination from Hebrew Union Colmini-cour-

.,.

se

Geller-receive-

It

lege in 1974.
souring i
She is a member of several local People
spooky a spot as
and national community service
organizations. She is on the execu

.

happily at the DouglasaBabeock sponsored party to the attic of Douglass, about as
aaflnd hate on campus for a Halloween party. Photograph by David SlmboU.

amending

soon-to-be-publis-

hed

By CHRIS LUSE
At Tuesday's Convocation, Professor Thomas Clareson of the English Department, added a brief
took at the position of literature in
our perception of the past, focusing
on bis own studies of Science Fic
tion. "We forget the larger perspec
tive of the past" In our dauy

29

Years At Wooster

Clareson then observed that this Science

Dr. Clareson.

Professor Clareson left the University of Minnesota, in his own
words, with dreams of being "the
Great American Novelist" and ended up writing comic books in New
York. After going on to gradute
Netherlands Concert Hall .
school and various teaching
BBC Concert Hall
came to the College
Congress
Recitals
Library Of
1958, where he helped
of
Wooster
in
Steinway Hour.
introduce the new Introduction to
Special festivals, such as Most- - to
Liberal Studies program, an interly Mozart Festival, and Baroque disciplinary
course. Professor
and Beyond.
Clareson used this opportunity to
Plus, at least ..nine hours of remark
on the special quality of
various recorded classics per day! ! Woosterstudents
and institutions,
The total cost (one time only) for
as LS. and the leave program.
the equipment required to set up such
to the leave program
such a translator station is $10,000 Connected
was
extensive
Professor
of which $5,500 has already been work on the Clareson's
Victorian novelist.
pledged.
Charles Reed, of whom he wrote a
If you are interested in seeing biography.
The discovery by Clarea
such a radio station become
son
unknown collection of
an
of
reality, we ask that you support our letters and mterials
by the novelist
through
a
contribu
financial
effort
depth
to
led
research of
his
in
tion. We would welcome contribu- Reed,
and the new
tions of any size. Donations are tax
many questions as it
deductable and checks should be answered." as
on
made out to "The Subcommittee
An interest in popular American
Classical Music of the Wooster Art fiction,
especially Science Fiction,
Center."
for Clareson as a youth,
started
contriyou
You may either send
when
collected the pulp magahe
butions to Jim Perley by campus zines of the
period.
ebb and
mail or send them to Central Trust flow of attention givenThe
various auCompany of Northeast Ohio, 141 N.
is shown in the rise of the
Walnut St. Wooster (Att: Esther thors
study of Science Fiction, - as it
Lee).
respectable to study it
A table will be set up in Lowry became
did his dissertation on
Clareson
Center during lunch and dinner on "Sci-FLClarson said
November 7. If you have any ques- - that "fiction Professor
"illuminates its period
tons concerning the radio station.
history" and therefore is a vital
or if you wish to make a contribu in
of the past He outlined
tion, please stop by. we tbamc you study
arguments in favor of the study of
fe yuor support

Radio Station Raises Funds
By CAROL CUSTER
All Classical Music Lovers! How
would you like to have access to 19
hours of continuous classical music
a day?
A small group of Wooster citizens

has successfully explored the possibility of obtaining a translator station here in Wooster which will
carry fine arts programming.
Arrangements have been made
so that all areas within the Wooster
city limits will be able to receive
W.O.S.U. FM simply by turning on
the radio and dialing the proper
frequency during broadcast hours
(8 a.m. to 2 a.m. daily).
A sample weekly program would
include:
Spectacular performances by
major symphony orchestras, such
as the Cleveland Orchestra, San
Francisco Symphony. New. York
Philharmonic, Milwaukee Symphony, Boston Pops, Boston Symphony
Orchestra, and the Los Angeles
Chamber Orchestra.
Adventures In Good Music, with
Karl Haas
Choral Masterworks
Opera (at least six hours per
week!)
Organ Masterworks
Music From Sweden
Interlude
Music Makers
Vocal Scene

.

Fiction; among them

is his 29th year at the College of were: that scholars should not be

Wooster, and gave some brief
glimpses on various outstanding
impressions from these years. He
remembered events as diverse s
the death of President Kennedy,
the winning of a crucial basketball
game, and students asking Galpin
struggles.. Professor Clareson re- if they could protest the invasion of
marked, as a key note of his Cambodia. "People and events
gave us patterns of the past." sid
address.

post-tions.Clares-

on

.

collec-tion"rais-

'

?

.

.

was swsrs professor Reflects

-.

.-

eminent promised monetary support for the operation of the facility
the following yearv Through this
funding, as well as sizeable loan
from the college, the students were
able to build what is now t the
college pub, Ichabod's.
Now, a decade after the pub first
opened up, students are again .
trying to improve upon
The plan .
is to hold a 24 hour dance marathon :
entitled. "Dancing For Coolness.!
to be held in Icbabod's.;:The dancers will sign up for the marathon
with the, dance committee.- - They j
will then solicit, sponors from the
The student
students, and. facility.
'
who- - is . able to raise "the' J largest
amount of money will be entitled to
free admission at Ichabod's for the
rest of the year, as well Ma 20 free
drinks. Second and third place prizes will also be awarded.
j v
The Dance Marathon has been .
getting a good deal of support on
campus. Howard Raber, the Director of Food Service has" provided .
box lunches for all the dancers. All
of the D.J.'s are students who work
or who have worked at the campus
radio station, and are volunteering
their time.. All of the student work
ers at Ichabod. are volunteering i
their time also.. President Copeland
has agreed to give one dollar for ;
every two that the dancers .raise
up to $1,000. , ..'
...
.iV
It is the committment by every-on- e
at the college
this
endeavor so speeiaL. The students
are working with the faculty and
part of
administration to make
the college better for everyone, .v t

J

d

tive
ence
editorial board of "Menorah,
new Jewish Journal. She serves on
the advisory board of the Jewish
Women's Resoure Center and is a
member of the task force on Women in Rabbinate, C.C.A.R.
She has written several articles
including "Single and Jewish: Toward a New Definition of Completion." and "Modesty is Expressed
in Many Fashions." In addition,
she has an article in a
book on Jewish

.

prejudiced against science, 'that it
reflected the interplay between
popular imagination and science,
and that it retained ,a heroic scale
.
lost in much modern fiction.
Science Fiction "images our
fears" in the modern world. Clareson said. In a brief slide presentation, he presentedvarious covers of
pulp magazines of the past, which
helped to illustrate the , various
prejudices and concerns of that
period, from earthy paradises to
the "yellow periL"
Professor Clareson concluded his
addresses with an assertion that
Wooster isn't a world apart but
,"
facing
"an island in
the issues of today and speaking
out Weneed "the perspective of the
past" Professor Clareson declared.
If we cut ourselves off from it we
are "isolated fragments in a solitary moment" The continuity of
the past shapes the future, and is
Professor Clareson's investigations Jie extracted bright bits of the
past to present to us from his 29
year perspective.
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The Internationalist
By Dean Hunt
Dave Matz, a senior majoring in which is not an exaggeration. The
Business Economies, spent two quantities they serve are so huge
months this year in the Nether that it makes you wonder why this
lands. Recently a Dutch friend ot friendly nation of cowboys does not
bis. Gert Stolk, sent him an article use spades at the table. Once I was
salad for which
and an English translation of it served home-mad- e
made by him. He took it from a they must have weeded an
Dutch newspaper in the town of kitchen garden.
Sandwiches are often piled up so
Oss.
The article, written by a Dutch- high that people must tilt to port or
man who has traveled in the U.S., starboard to see the person at the
deals satirically with Americans' other side of the table.
And then I am not even talking
'bizarre' eating habits. The translation has been revised by Peter about the things that occur at
Kamper, a freshman from Holland McDonald's and Burger King res"French reswho is studying here at Wooster taurants. In
this year.
taurants" where you would expect
By Mare de Koninck
some subtlety, things may go just
Eating out is quite an event here as rough.
are
in America. All stories, no matter
The
how exaggerated, about the filthy very popular, and the management
food in the United States are true.
of the places always think they are
d
meal can be doing you a favor by serving the
The
made reasonably decent with a lot various courses as quickly as possiof tricks because some of the food ble, one right after another. There
you buy at supermarkets, (grocery is even a place in America's Capistores are nowhere to be found) is tal where the staff speeds by the
not outspokenly terrible, but be- tables on roller skates.
ware as soon as you leave the
Without exception, the American
menu is a conspicuous thing that
market
Take for instance the way Ameri- seems to have been designed by a
cans sit at their tables! Even in the toddler armed with colored pencils
fanciest restaurants in Washington, and water colors. The delicacies
D.C., people hang their coats on the that can be ordered are often
back of their chairs. It looks as if effectively culinarily "strangled."
they can be called away any moYou can bet your life that even
ment and therefore, need their the most exquisite products such as
a tender steak, or a piece of sawcoats within reach.
The American lunch and dinner fish have been heavily coated with
lacks all formality. I've asked
bread crumbs, and after that ruAmericans with what ined by french-fryinkind of phrase they wish their table
The french fries are thick, fluffy
companions 'a good meal,' but I got strips of potato; the wine should be
surprised looks Ja. reply, ."Enjoy served, with aspirin; the apple pie
your dinner" is unusual My family for dessert has been buried under
doctor told me that they always say cinnamon. The coffee is served in

Soup

struggle between the U.S. and the
Soviet Union in which billions of
dollars are spent each year to
produce nuclear warheads.
For example, it has been estimated that if a person spent half a
million dollars each day since AD.
1 to 1983, that total sum would
equal what Washington plans to
over the
spend on arms build-u- p
next five years. Not only are these
plans costly in economic terms,
they are also costly in terms of
human lives.
Although this threat has existed
for years, the hopes of many Amernuclear
ican people of a
arms build down has appeared to
be no more than a dream.
This dream became more of a
reality when in January 1983, Senaprotor William Cohen
posed to Washington that in all

plans for this "new double
called the Treat of Pennsylvania Avenue. This treaty aims to
reduce the total destructive forces
of America and the Soviet Union.
Its plans also include cutting the
e
number of warheads and
missiles in. both countries
from 8,500 to 5,000 apiece. This goal
would be accomplished through the
destruction of more than one old
weapon for each new one deployed.
Because the plan doesn't meet
the Soviet's desire that U.S. bombers not be negotiated on an equal
missiles,
level with land-base- d
Moscow may reject the treaty.
Trade-off- s
between the U.S. and the
USSR will have to be made, and
the U.S. is prepared to meet these
on honest terms.
This would mean that the Soviets
would have to reduce the number
agreements, of their most prized weapons: land
future arms-contrthe consideration for a nuclear based ballistic missiles,, although
be included. With- they have essentially started their
arms build-dow- n
in the last month, negotiations in own START plan (an extension of
Congress resulted in an agreement the SALT II agreements.)
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from Pag 1
Issue 1, the proposed constitutional amemdment to raise the drinking age to 21, was not discussed by
the Governor. When questioned on
the Issue following the conference,
he briefly commented, "My wife
and I are concerned about alcoholism yet on election day I'll vote
no."mmm justification was offered
for his view.
Governor Celeste emphasized the
importance' of the student vote.
"Anytime you have a group of
people who choose to take a stance
its of significant value."
The Governor hoped to spread
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the word of opposition and to encourage editorials and grassroot
Input through the conference. "Students and .any community can
'
make the difference."
The Governor ended the briefing
by stating, "One might think he
will benefit $2-- 3 per week (by the
passage of Issues 2 and 3) yet the
commitment to education is worth
much more than that and must be
made. Are we prepared to ignore
an investment in the future of
people? I'm willing to take all
political cost to guarantee the future of Ohio."
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missiles. Cohen and other senators
also proposed less destructive missiles over the larger and more
destructive MIRVed missiles.
These proposals were accepted by
Congress and the White House, and
the aimed year for completion of
the
reduction is 1996.
Reagan attempted to delay this
plan by stating that he would explore reducing arms aboard planes
and submarines. Cohen, however,,
was skeptical of this statement but
was able to pressure Reagan into
repeating himsef clearly and more
directly.
Unfortunately, recent crises
such as the Korean jet plane incident and the turmoil in Grenada
win probably slow down the plans.
Reagan is aware that army wars
are becoming civilian wars, but he
has demosntrated to the Russians
that he can work well with Congress. Although the treaty doesn't
propose a total nuclear build-dowit may be setting a wave of things
to come.
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tall mugs, still it is easy to detect
the mug's bottom through this tealike beverage. But still, eating out
is a pleasure in America.
This is owing to the friendly boys
and girls that wait on you and who
are always kind, hospitable, and
helpfuL And that is often not available in countries with an excellent
cuisine. So if you are prepared to
forget about the food for a while,
you can have a good time eating
start loading.
I've used the word di?jring before out in America.

build-dow-

ral

(R-Main-

g.

"dig in."
And then the way they handle
their silverware! Americans cut
their meat, or whatever needs to be
cut, precisely the way it's done in
other civilized countries, but then
they lay their knife to the side, take
their fork in their right hand, put
the left hand somewhere under the
on
table, often put their right-ankltheir left knee, lean forward and

And.

ByKenBuergin
Cohen was instrumental in this
The threat of a nuclear war over Strategic Arms Reduction
movement in that he attempted to
instills fear in people's hearts, es- Talks (START).
pecially withthe talks of a power
Reagan allowed Congress to form block the funding of the new MX
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EUubeth Koremaa
Captured and trapped images on film transform the
ephermeral to the permanent. The camera's narrow eye
sometimes captures details that our sweeping human vision,
caught in the academic frenzy of Wooster, misses. These
photographs show the details of Wooster that we, blindedby
the pressures fo Freshman Seminar and I.S., do not see. This
is an invitation to look.
By
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Friday
spectator can still piece together
the intricacies of the story line. The
plot works on two levels the first
level being replete with fantastical
happenings, full of humor, adventure and conflict The deeper level
examines the quest of the individuKeridal to find
wyn's native search for food is
effectively counterbalanced by Dervo's maniacal desire for control. In
the end, the viewer realizes that
7C l the path of a protagonist is not
N
always straight, and that the pits of
V
an antagonist are lit with the unfor
'
X V 'x tunate
shadows of the past.
In terms of the execution of the
C- story, the puppeteers seem to have
improved since last year's rendi'r'-'tion of The Hobbit Manipulation of
the puppets is smoother, though it
has not reached as high of an
aesthetic level as one may wish at
times. The .delivery of characters'
lines is counterbalanced
on the
one hand the performers seemed
slightly unclear of their lines at
times, but this way balanced by the
high degree of characterization in
the voices of the puppeteers.
Undoubtedly, one of the strengths
of the show is the variety and
personality of the puppets. The
show employs 25 puppets of several
varied types
marionettes, rod
puppets, shadow puppets, body

By Lee Reynolds
the gypsy Bobileth outwits the
This past weekend, a group of drowsy guard. Together, Bobileth
and Keridwyn flee from Dervo's
Wooster alumni. The HomeStrung
Puppeteers, premiered their new fortress, running from Dervo and
fantasy puppet drama, "The Seed protecting the last seed of hope.
Thus the conflict of the drama is
Shall Claim The Dawn."
the naive Keridwyn
The plot concerns the adventures established
of a song sorceress, Keridwyn, who is pitted against the crafty wiles of
is the last female heir to the Dervo. Both characters vie for
wizardry of The Land. Unbek- control. Ever the gypsy, Bobileth is
nownst to her, she houses the last present to lead Keridwyn on her
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quest to eventually plant the seed
on the Rooted Mountain, and therein restore hope to the land.
Throughout the journey.' Keridwyn and Bobileth encounter many
strange and fantastical creatures
an
troll, a schizophrenic acolyte, and the corrupted
spirits of temple wizards. The pair
are faced with outsmarting these
monsters while still protecting the
seed.
The final conflict occurs atop the
Rooted Mountain. On the peak,
Dervo challanges Keridwyn to either give him the seed, or he will
destroy Bobileth the gypsy, whom
he has abducted.
"The Seed Shall Claim The
Dawn" follows closely the footsteps
of other fantasy works. Indeed this
production is created by four of the
puppeteers who produced last
year's "The Hobbit: A puppet Presentation."
The plot itself is entertaining,
and stimulating at times. Occasionally the audience member has difficulty following the progress of
thought, though it is to the performers, credit that amidst an atmosphere of new names, histories,
creatures, and environments, the
eight-foot-ta- ll

Ker-idwy-

semi-psychot-
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Jazz Concert At McGaw

BY S.J. LINO
The upcoming Parent's Weekend
will be greatly enhanced by the
sultry sounds of the College of
; Wooster's Jazz Ensemble tonight at
McGaw Chapel. The concert begins
at 8:15 and will be free for all

Williams, a former alto sax player
will be trying his hand at the tenor
saxophone this time around. Five
of last year's 'rhythm section players remain in this year's ensemble,
including soloists Chris Hale at the
piano,' drummer Jonathan Miller,
' collegestudents
bearing proper and Senior guitarist Mac Squier,
identification. A nominal fee will be Pat Gorman has been moved from
people.
charged for
trumpet to electric bass.
This concert marks the debut of
The. program contains a wide
jazz ensemble and will variety of jazz styles. The jazz
feature many, of last year's out- combo (a collection of outstanding
standing soloists and section play ensemble soloist) will play in the
ers. Laura Richard will be soloing dixieland, cool jazz, bop, and
k
on both alto and soprano saxo
styles. The big band will
phones while Wes Taylor win be supplement the show with a trio of
spotlighted on the Fluegelhorn. Tye "oldies but goodies" from the
-

non-colle-

ge

the-1983-8-4

jazz-roc-

;
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One day, an old gypsy woman,
Bobileth, visits the tavern, and
steals the last seed. Immediately
after she leaves, the tavern is
besieged by two gruesome assassins who threaten Keridwyn with
death and promise to destroy all of
her belongings. Keridwyn flees in
fear from her home, running for
comfort to the tower of her uncle,
The High Wizard Dervo. Dervo
seems unusually interested in
plight, but always there is
and
a semi-aloair
to his questions. Just as Keridwyn
is about to reveal the whereabouts
of the seed to Dervo, she is interrupted by the entrance of the two
assassins who were sent by Dervo
to get the seed!
Keridwyn is sent to the dungeon
of Dervo's tower. Alone and afraid,
Keridwyn huddles in a corner until

self-satisfacti-

Concert: Jazz Ensemble, Stuart
Theater: The Seagull, by Anton
McGaw Chapel, Chekhov, Directed by Anaetta Jef8:15 p.m., admission charge.
ferson, Freedlander Theatre, 8:15

Ling, Conductor,

p.m., admission charge.

Saturday
Theater:

der Theatre, 8:15 p.m.. Admission
charge.

The Seaufl,.Freedlan- -

Monday
Lunchtime PresentationDiscus
sion: Martin Luther and the Role of
Women, Kathryn Schmauch,
World Fellowship Center.
Conway, New "Hampshire. This
week marks the 500th anniversary
of Martin Luther's birth. Two
events will examine some less frequently discussed aspects of his
thought and influence. We know
that Luther "rescued" one woman
from the convent by marrying her.
Was it really a rescue? How have
Luther's ideas about women continued to influence Western protes-Co-direct-

tantism? Lowry Center, Rooms
LectureDiscussion : Martin

or,

Wednesday---- -

Convocation: Air Conditioning,
Home Heating and Ventilation:
Problems Faced by Birds in Nests,
Michael Kern, Department of Biol
ogy. Like human beings birds face
the problems of keeping, warm.
keeping cool, and getting enough

150-15-1,

noon. '

Lu-

ther and the Jews, Christoph

Schmauch, International Secretary j
of the Christian Peace Conference
World Fellowship!
and
Center, New Hampshire. An examination of some less well known
aspects of Luther's thought, and a
look at the problem of Luther'santi-SemitisThose who like may join
the Schmauchs for dinner in the
Faculty Lounge. The Lecture is in
Lean Lecture Room at 4 p.m.
Co-Direct-

or.

m.

pure air in their dwellings. Michael
Kern will describe the ways in
which three species of birds have
been particularly clever in solving
the problems. Illustrated with
slides. Mateer Auditorium. 11 a.m.

Thursday

puppets, and specialty puppets.
Beyond Cod the Father: visiting theologian and will be on
Most of the performance is por- A Lecture:
17. Freed-- 4
Perspective,
Jewish
Rabbi Laura campus
ll
trayed by
mari- Geller, Director, Hillel Foundation, lander until November
p.m.
8:15
Theatre.
onettes, which have more built-i- n
year's
character than any performer ever U.S.C. Rabbi Geller is this
three-foot-ta-

Friday

---to hit the Wooster stage.
The other strength is the variety
Discussion of the film. Return of Dept. of English. Compton Lounge,
and beauty of sets. Designed espet
the
Jedi withThomas Clareson. 11 a.m.
cially for this performance, the set
d
comprises 20
flats.
Though most of the set is
this fact is more than
outweighed by the various colors.
lines, and forms which are used to
create the 7 environments, of the
show. Truly the show is an art form
playing in front of huge pieces of
art.
In summation, though "The Seed
Shall Claim the Dawn" was. defiJ.
nitely not of Broadway caliber, it is
a performance well worth seeing.
Never will Wooster again experi
,
....
.
ence such a unique drama. The
puppets bring to life the fantasy
if
drama with believability.
Performances are scheduled for
2:30 p.m. on Nov. 5 and 8 in Scot
Auditorium. Taylor HalL Tickets
are 12.50 and are available at
This
instrument is the Koto, played by Kaxuo Kurosawa.
Lowry Front Desk or at the door, if
any remain. Bring your .parents
and enjoy a memorable theatrical
performance!
The three members of the Kurosawa Koto Ensemble, performing at a workshop
in Hacker Han last Friday at 11 a.m.
-----

hand-painte-

two-dimensio-

nal,

.

long-string-

ed

.

left to her by her father, Leif.
Years pass with little occurrence of
Keridwyn keeps blessing
merit
herbal drinks to make the native
"rofsbuns" forget the everpresent ,
despair which "wallows deep with- in the creaturei of The Land."

--

THIS WEEK soari"
IN WOOSTER"

1940's. They will also

Levy chart in

play a Hank

54 lime, as well as a

rich Matteson tune called "Archie's
Back". Which alternates between
rock-jaz- z
swing.
and straight-ahea- d
Matteson can be remembered as
the stellar euphonium and tuba
player who was a guest soloist with
the ensemble last May. In addition,
the band will pay a tribute to Count
Basie in a tune called "How Sweet

r
til)

f

-

It Is."

The concert, which will be under
the direction of Dr. Stuart Ling,
was originally scheduled for Freed-landTheatre but was moved to
McGaw Chapel in anticipation of
the larger than normal turnout
which Parent's Weekend is expected to bring. "

er

fintisk mKrament. the aharahartiL
CMkako Knrosawa.
was Blared by Hbwht Yonesawa. Not pietand is a banjo4ype of instrument,
feperty sailed the shamtsen. layd by Cbikako Kurosawa, photos by SlmboU-'- ,
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By Franz Jantxen .
The ohotozraoha of Margaret
Bourke-Whit- e
will be on exhibit in
the Frick Art Building at the Col
lege of Wooater, on Unlveraity
Street, through November 20. The
museum is open trom 9:00 a.m.
throueh 12:00 v.m.. and from 1:00
p.m. until 5:00 p.m, on weekdaya
and X tree to the public.
It is orobable that my mother
and father, when they were chil
dren, would flip through big f actuof the
ating picture-magazinworld, in a grocery store or possi
bly at home. The ones 1 am tmnx-In- g
of are the most popular and the
most famous; Fortune, and then
n
of
Life, both the
(publisher Henry Luce. It is very
good that the star photographer 01
both of these annual picture-book- s
was a great photographer of stable
creativity, divinely inspired energy
(until crippled by Parkinson's disease in roughly 1954). and equipped
with a strong concern lor funda
mental human justice and a sensitivity to things that are wrongJShe
(probably contributed more to make
Life the fine magazine it was man
any other single phenomenon. For
tune and Life were her magazines.
her motivating, grounding force
and deadline, and an essential ful
fillment of her medium, which was
(to use a descriptively correct but
overused word) photojournalism.
I have problems ith this term
because the second half of the word
implies neutrality, in that a good
lournalist is supposed to report tne
news factually and without a conscious bias. The whole term is a bit
too simple, too, for it suggests this
neutrality is a quality of the photo- Ijournalist; something which is rare-ll-v
true. Some confusion also stems
(from the similarity between the
es

brain-childre-

MARGARET

rxr

working during the Depression on (making a 4 by 5 inch negative or
the Farm Security Administration's bigger), and using a complex flash
huge nationwide photographic doc- system, even during the day, for
umentation of the life of the aver- fill light .
age man in America certainly
During her years as a photogradeveloped a viknew and applied this. FSA photog- pher Bourke-Whit- e
raphers such as Walker Evans, sion of the wholeness of man as a
Dorothea Lange, Russell Lee, Ben group of 'invisible cogs moving
and photoShahn, Gordon Parks and John wheels',
Vachon forged this documentary graphed more and more the comview, and had a considerable effect mon, average laborer, the farmon how contemporary creative pho- worker, and the factory level-pulle- r.
What is the difference betographers see. The fact that the
work of a great documentary pho- tween her 'Farmer U.S.A., 1934'
tographer seems to be a neutral, and fTovarish MJlhail. U.S.S.R.,
objective assemblage of catagori-ca- l 1931'? The faces show lives that
facts is precisely the elusive were extremely similar, for all the
beauty of their work, for, as with differences in political backround.
Bourke-Whither work is anything Compare 'Boy With Rifle, Korea
19524 with 'Canadian Lumberjack,
but neutral and objective.' major I93r and 'Young Man In Corduroy
Margaret Bourke-White- 's
ceative evolution was taking place Cap. U.S.A., 1934. Compare the
in this same time period, between living conditions of the strong rural
1925 and 1935. . What first attracted Czechoslovakian people with those
photographed in
Luce to her work was her involve- ' that Bourke-Whit- e
ment with machinery and industri- the Soviet Union, the American
al forms, and how she saw them south, or Italy. There are more
with such a precise beauty (the similarities to be found than differfirst cover of the first issue of Life ences, it is true.
in 1936 was a ' photograph by " And in photographing the comBourke-Whita dramatic picture mon person with her respect and
of midwestern grain elevators in a dignaty and unquestioning love,
learned in a strong
hot afternoon sun). Her first as- Bourke-Whit- e
signments for his magazines were way .the universality of human
directed toward photographing the injustice, when a group of people is
American Industrial Age, which treated in a wrong way by another
was at its peak in the late 20's. In group of people. She found this over
and over in her travels, and did not
1930 she went to Russia to photograph Stalin's five year plan, which hesitate to depress her shutter to
sparked her social interest when expose her film when she saw
she began photographing the Rus- something wrong. In time she
sian people. Throughout the rest of sought out repression, so as to
her career, she photographed the make small, silver examples of it
Russian workers and eommonpeo-pl- that were very powerful. In the
the effects of Nazi Germany on Frick gallery now there are a small
the Czechoslovakian people in 1936, handful of silver images that are so
so-to-spe-
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the Nazi death camps in 1945, the great in this way that they stand
poor southern American sharecrop- among the most perfect photoper all through the thirties,. Korea graphs ever taken; certainly some

-

m

eanal in nower to Ansel Adam's
'Moonrlse Hernandez and Paul
',
and any f
Strand's
'. other single photogrfch ever made.
These alone would make Margaret
Bourke-Whit- e
one of the most pow- erful photographers of theNtwen-ueth century. -

'Blind-Woman-

.-

task of the photo Journalist and that
of the documentary photographer,
and the fact that Bourke-Whit- e
cannot be easily classified as a
member of either group more than
the other.
During the late 20 s --and early
30's, a group of photographers (of
which

Bourke-Whit-

e

was one)

dis-

covered the poetic, expressive uses
bare facts; as John Ssarkowski
says, 'facts presented-witsuch
(fastidious reserve that the quality
of the picture seemed identical with
that of the subject' Photographers
lof

h

in 1952. and racism in South Africa
in 1950, to name only some of her
.major projects. She has a simple,
poster-lik- e
sense of design which

makes her images easily digestable
(but does not mean the best aren't
rich enough to be contemplated for
hours). .Her subjects are never
tense or hidden; she has a presence
that makes them feel comfortable
in front of her. The fact that her
photographs are consistently real
in this sense is mildly amazing,
considering her technique of usually working with a large camera

of the most powerful, and sad.
One of these is in the lower right-han- d

gallery, and it is called
'...Death Went On...' Even if one
were from another solar system, to
look at this picture must mean
sensing that a great wrongness had
happened. The picture was taken
after the Nazi death camps were
exposed. While a string of men
watch in the backround, in the
foreground two men in business
clothes, with their shirtsleeves
rolled up, pile dead starved naked
Jew-me- n
in a neat pile exactly one
man wide. They were in the
process of flinging one onto the pile
snapped the
when JBourke-Whishutter. In its simplicity and sharpness tor detail in the dead faces
and hands and feet Bourke-Whit- e
flash) it is a
used her
: grotesque picture, ' and" one every-- -'
body should be familiar with. It is
interesting that she made a very
similar picture in Korea eight
years later.
In The Louisville Flood, 193r a.
line of poor black people stand
waiting for free relief food in front
of a billboard. The billboard says
'There's No Way Like The American Way - World's Highest Standard of Living and shows chubby
happy white people. In ' Gold
Miners numbers 1139 and 5122:
Johannesburg. South Africa 1950'
two hot black slaves pose for the
photographer. They are 1,500 feet
below the ground, and they are
obviously poor, although they are
digging for gold that makes the
white South Africans very rich. In
their faces is a dignaty and beauty
the recalls the fine writing of Alan
Paton. and recalls the words of
John Steinbeck: 'Repression only
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Diary Of A Play:
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FINAL CHAPTER
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SEAGULL REVIEWED
tress, played by junior Sarah
Nina actively seeks out life,
and when she experiences it in its
rawest sense, she learns that "what
matters most is that we learn to
endure things. How to bear one's
cross and have faith."
Through her experience of active
suffering and pursuit of life she
transcends the inertia which holds
in the other characters.
Steve Quandt's lighting design
also brings out this contrast. The
warm golden tones of the main
stage and the crisp blues of the
background show the contrast between the stagnant lives of those
within and the vitality Nina finds
when she breaks out of it
This play can be imposed upon
our life in the microcosm of Wooster. Each of us is marked, as the
characters in the play, by a sense
of inability to act at one time or
another. It takes great effort to
break out of this easy path and
pursue a life of action.
The Seagull will be performed in
Freedlander Theatre this weekend.
The last two performances are
Friday and Saturday nights at 8:15
p.m. Admission is $2.00 tor College
personnel.students and Senior Citinon-lifis zens; and $5.00 tor the general
The diversity in
contrasted by Nina, a young ac public.

By Missy Ehlert
The College of Wooster Department of- Theatre's production of
Chekhov's The Seagull presents the
transcendence of a spirit over the
inability to live.
As the lights go up on the first
act, we see the country estate of
Pyotr Nikolayevitch Sorin
first
through the diffuse shade of the
trees, then fully in a golden light. It
is as if we are being let into a
segment of the private lives of a
group of people, who come fully
into our view in the play.
These characters vividly present
n
and the
the theme of
inability to live. The owner of the
estate at which the entire play
takes place is an elderly man who
is relatively physically immobile,
played by senior Russ White. Similarly, all of the guests in his home
are emotionally immobile.
Each character represents a different flaw which prevents action
in bis life, at least one of which the
spectator is able to identify with.
One character even seems to have
refused to live: Masha, played by
freshman Courtenay Selby, always
wears black as a statement of her

OPERETTA

)

Mc-Gra- w.

-
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The Theatre and Music Departments of The College of Wooster
announce auditions for their Spring
Operetta, Die Fledermaus. .This
comic opera by Johann Strauss has
been set as the CollegeCommunity
show for the 4 season. Performance dates will be April
Music Director Dale Moore and
Stage Director Annetta Jefferson
are looking for talented performers
to fill the nine singing parts, two
parts, and 24 person (12
men; 12 women) Chorus. Kim
Tritt .the choreographer, is also
auditioning for eight dancers (four
men; four women).
Persons interested in auditioning
for the leads or the chorus must
prepare (block and memorize) a
three to five minute speech from a
play. Leads must also prepare an
operetta selection and the chorus
either a show tune or operetta
83-8-

10-1- 3.

non-singi-

ng
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v
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non-actio-

-
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f

selection.
All persons, dancers included,
must sign up on the WishartFreed-lande-r
Theatre Bulletin Board for

,.

an audition time.
Tryout dates will be Friday, Nor.
Nov. 13. Dancers will be
auditioned Sunday, Nov. 13. For
further information or to sign up,
interested persons may call the
Theatre office at
U-Sund-

Trfek-or-treattn- g.

Photograph by Madeline

for the first time, la Holden Hall this last weekend.
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ANNOUNCING NEW
MOVIE FORMAT
because the films are
"Trading Places" for example, was part of this new deal:
buying packages of 10 films at a
time. Depending on how popular or
unpopular a film may be, the
committee either earns or loses
money. It is somewhat like playing
the stock market.
The time and effort that the film
committee volunteers is substantial. They spend much of their time
handling njddy griddy details:
working at the films, taking money,
taking attendance, working with
the lighting, turning amplifiers up
and projectors down. On the personal level they need to please and
cooperate with both the administration and the students. It is a Utile
bit of everything; personal, business, and technical skills. If a lot of
people come to the show, it is
personally rewarding.
Come to the showing of "Tootsie"
this weekend and see what's in
store; a few surprises! Aside from
the surprises at the 7:00 showing,
there will be a brief ceremony to
recognize those people who have
made the renovations possible in
Mateer. The committee will be
attempting to produce Sunday matinees. "Octopussy." the weekend of
Nov. 11, will be the first experiment on that It will be the first
film in which the whole screen will
be filled and enlarged on cinemascope. The committee is trying
their best to make the film series
as professional as possible; giving
us quality entertainment for the
self-supporti-

BY MEGAN WDESEN
This Friday is going to be the
grand opening of the new Mateer.
The SAB film committee and the
Administration have teamed up to
create the effect of a downtown
cinema on campus, but for $3 less.
New film equipment and a change
in atmosphere have made such a
theatrical mood possible.
Ben Lev an and Craig Wolf are
of the film comthe
mittee this year. Their positive
attitude toward this new theatrical
co-chairm-

en

atmosphere stems from the moral
support of the Administration, student body and faculty alike.
The committee had a different
structure four years ago. They
ordered films from week to week
and paid high prices with a low
budget. This is why they had films
like "Killer Tomatoes." Projectors
were not showing at a theatrical
level; they were 11 to 12 years old
and run down. Tired of having 'the
same problems occur and spending
money to have them fixed, the
administration donated money and
invested in buying good equipment
and popular films: "Trading
and "War
Places," "Qctopussy"
4
Games."
...
of
Don Harward
Academic Affairs) saw how bad the
was and knew that films
I equipment
were a major part of the social life
on campus.. The support from the
Administration is pulling the program together. Na longer is the
financial aspect a major threat. weekend.
(Vice-Preside-

nt

The British Are Coming... Again
ve.

signing to record companies with!

By Mae Squier
Not since the ascent of

gimmicky, transvestite look is contractual obligations saying inl
"Beatle-mania- ."
highly reminiscent of David Bow- essence that 1000 pounds a week be
nearly twenty years ago, ie's bisexual era of the early seven- spent on their clothes. The record
British-base-

d
muhas the influx of
sic on to the American pop charts
been so pronounced as it is today.
This second British Invasion, if
you will, has exploded on to the
American Music scene with a
"foundation-shaking- "
impact that
has many sitting up and taking

notice. Indeed, the American
charts now list more records by
U.K. Acts than at the height of

Beatlemania.
British music in general is ballooning in almost every direction
these days, filling the U.S. charts
with everything from heavy metal
(Def Leppard, Fastway, Iron Maiden) to guitar anthems of epic pro
portions (Big Country, U2, the
Alarm) to skillfully seulpted syn
thesizer pop (the Human League,
Heaven 17, Altered Images).
Some of the more
dance-bebands also in
clude the likes of Duran Duran,
Spandau Ballet, Wham!, and the
Culture Club.
When speaking of the Culture
Club one invariably must come
around to the phenomenon of Boy
George, the group's pristine, yetl
highly controversial lead singer.
Like so many of the performers in!
Britain's new breed of bands.
George's demeanor is one of outran
geous,
indifference.
Boy George (alias George!
O'Dowd) is most easily recognized
by his somewhat unique apperance
Outfitted almost exclusively in Bul- y
garian
dresses, George's
"clothes-conscious-

at

self-effaci-

ng

bag-lad-

,"

companeis ask, 'Don't you want
guitars?' But the music's all done
hair, plucked eyebrows, powdered with synthesizers anyway, so they
cheeks and pursed crimson lips. ask for a 1000 pounds a week fori
Boy George's unmistakably feml- - clothes!"
nine mystique could fool even the In Britain, throngs of young kids
most scrutinizing observer. In a parade about in outrageous garb.
recent interview. Boy George relaM hoping to someday dethrone, a Boy
ed the story of how a beffudledl George or a Steve Strange. Subse
drunk once mistook him for a quently, entrepreneurs are opening
up dress shops, dance clubs, and
member of the opposite sex.
It seems that George and a few even their own little record labels
in hopes of capitalizing . on this
of his pals wer chatting at
popular London discotheque when, newest craze.
quite unexpectedly, George feels! But why is this new musical
this guys hand groping his knee. trend confined to only England?
Then he felt the hand on his thigh. Apparently the answer to this ques--j
the tion lies in the very content of
Then again, higher. Then
very shocked drunk, with a somwe- - American music The "anaesthet-- j
hat ashen face, staggered back to ic" formula of such corporate-rochis abode and shrunk into embaw snoozers like Journey, Van Halenl
and Styx has, according to many
rassed submission.
Nonetheless, it appears that the industry analysts, worn out its welcurrent wave of British music, no come.
matter how outrageous, is here to In America it appears that mon-- l
ey-along is the main impetus
stay ior a while. British
critic Malcolm Mclaren traces the behind almost all musical endea
current success of British bands to vows. In Britain the story is very
different It's a more artistic place.
the rise of punk music.
"Look at the Sex Pistols," says Experimentation thrives there,
Mclaren. "They couldn't play. They while everything in America is as
were terrible. But they sold. Every' dry and bland as a Big Mac.
one caught on to that And then Either way, it appears that this
new British Invasion will most
nobody cared anymore."
Following this surge of "perform likely elicit some kind of response
bands, record com from American bands; perhaps a
of new
panies started veering away from! counter-invasio- n
e
selling , music, per se, and started
talent But for the moconcentrating on group aesthetics ment at least it appears that not
only are the British coming
instead of group talent
Says McUren,, "Bands are.npw they're here.

ties.

Complete with long,
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FACandSSASP.
FAC is responsible for allocating ,
the SGA's general fund to smallei
organizations. Typically, the re- quests for funds double or ever
triple the amount deemed for allocation. The committee must review
each request and submit the recommended allocations for SGA
I

'HOD"
-j.- --.-

.
DAVID DEAN
My experience in the field of
finances range from, school related
to business related activities. In
1980 I was elected, by the Board of
Directors at Carpenter Computing

'

--

Service, Vice President of

!

Fi- - i
i
--

4-

.

David A. Dean; 1982 was appointed
Corporate Secretary of Finances
and Stock Holders Reports; August
of 1982 was elected Vice President
of Essexx Enterprises, and remained Corporate Secretary of Fi

W

as
furthers us in our efforts to act
body
student
the
the link between
and the administration: ourultir
mate goal. Enhancing student bodya
awareness and trust, creating
positive image, allows our organizational strength to develop, in turn
rejuvenating our governmental importance in administrative eyes.

r

nances; 1980-8- 1 became a member
oi tne soara oi uireciors 10 essexx v "'
Enterprises, a company dealing ;
with the sale of computer software,
;
parts,
startand
machine
hardware
ed by President and Chairman of
the Board Jeffery J. Carpenter and

,

:

The Wooster Student Government
Association needs a "face lift" and
I need your help. As president, I d
like to see representative camarathe interest
derie develop through achieving
a
and hard work, of
of
Opening
lines
goal.
common
by
communication among studentsindiviincreasing surveys and polls,
meetings, and somedual-dorm
thing as simple as a suggestion box

If y name is Mark If cClurg and I
would like to serve the College oi
Wooster's student body as cbalrper- son of the Financial Affairs Committee of the SGA. I am a sophomore and currently the Treasurer
of SGA. Prior to becoming Treasurer, I was a general assembly representative and served on both the

Y

Kip Dowling
My name is James P.F. Dowling.
though most people call me by my
nickname. I live just west of Boston, where I've lived all my life.
One of my goals in life is to defend
"Australian Cup," as I've been
the
' sailing all my life.
I've been attracted to the position
of SGA president because of my
love for dealing with people. I do
know that the position would be
trying at times, in' fact I can't
imagine that there has ever been a
president that hasn't questioned his
or her sanity at one time or another
for taking this position, let alone
campaigning for iL
I don't expect to be any exception
Benton
Dave
to
this. However, as chairperson of
to
encourage
students
I strongly
College Judicial Board I have
The
attend a sort of "meet the candimany administrative chalmet
L-be
will
in
which
dates" debate
lenges
and have come out with a
In
8.
the
Pit at 6 p.m. on November
of pride and accomplish-mefeeling
space provided I would like to
touch on a few things.
As I have only approximately 150
As I see it, the components of an
ask that
of space here. I
words
effective SGA are:
me, stop me
you
know
not
do
if
stuwith
peopled
be
that it
the day and allow me to
dents who are capable leaders and during
myself.
introduce
are willing to make the effort
Thanks, Kip.
HnnifMi. Thpu Qualifications are
particularly important for anyone
who seeks to preside over the SGA.

J

nances to this date; 1983 was elected to the Executive Committee of
Essexx Enterprises, for a three
year term. I was elected Treasurer
of North Hills High School Choir,
an organization which consists of
over 200 members. I handled over
S90.000 and 200 separate accounts.
Duties involved submitting financial reports to the schools business
office once a month and monthly
statements to the Choral Music
Association. When I entered office
we were $5,000 in debt, when J left
office we had a S4.000 surplus. I
fully understand the importance
regarding the position of Finance
Chairman. I feel that my background in banking, record keeping,
accounting and leadership will fully
equip me to meet the- challenges
this office has to offer.

.

-
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m

-

In the coming semesters, lam
willing to accept the responsibility
FAC"'
and time- - commitment-th- at
demands. I believe that my pre- vtous SGA experience wi3 be bene;
ficial not only to the FACV but tt Y
the newly elected cabinet as welL 1 .
would, very much appreicate yom
.
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Da ye Benton

...I believe that my past involvement in AFS and Peer Counseling
well aa various athletic and
musical organizations is proof of
determination and abilities. I
have also begun doing 'homework'
such as familiariziong myself with
th l(1k tlamnn council, and var- ious student leaders.
that students feel that they
play a primary role in.the function- ing of the SGA. It must reach out
and invite student input and participation. This could lead to in--'
creased interest and involvement
a . more representative..
, well

u

governmenL- -

gQA

yiCe-PrCZidC-

at

I'.
John Heiman
and
I
. My name is John Heiman
of
am running for
the Student Government Association. Too often candidates promise
things that they cannot deliver. I,
for one, will not be party to this;
instead, let me say that if elected I
will do my best to keep punucuing
student issues, I believe that this is k
r
the main goal of SGA.
I will also be in a position to '
present the views of the students on ;.f
such matters as tenure, and the "
types and quality of courses offered
faculty and
at the College to the
administration. If - you have any u s;
questions please feel free to contact -; ' ;'r
me at extension 2S21 or Box
Vice-Preside-

John Heiman
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Julie Ferguson
I am Julie Ferguson ana ia uie s
;to make a difference. The College
of Wooster Student Government!
Association is an essential part of
campus life, capable of rational, i;
postive change. However. our
oy
conunuauy
t
weuenea
forces are
apathy and lack of communication, i I am convinced, nevertheless, that I
the building of SGA to its potential
can be accomplished through org 1
nizatton. greater awareness, and
inner strength. Having worked un--1
der two administrations, I feel If
have a great understanding of how
SGA works; its strengths and I
weaknesses. I believe my past experience as a student leader has
taught me the essentials of working
with people, committee delegation
of duties and power, while also
emphasizing the importance of organization. Although I realize there James LaPolla
The Student Government Asso-- jp. yo
are always new thugs to be taught,
elation is one of two student run '
and learned.
legislative organizations at the Col-- .
lege of Wooster. I feel I am the f
most qualified to head the SGA foi t . . ,
.
the following reasons:
1. Three years as a SGA repre-- :.
sentative; Kenarden (1 year) and
I
Armington (2 years).
i
College
i
many
and
2.
Active
in
v
.
community organizations.
f
3. Active on SGA committee ;
j
dealing with the interests of var- ,
ious groups on campus.
4. 1 have attended the College foi
three years, have seen good and ;
bad SGA administrations, and have t
learned from them. Show youi :
voice and vote on November 9 foi '
James LaPolla for SGA President

Id.
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Continued from Page 111

Review
x

Continued from Page 1
d
Mr. Snoddy, Mr. Culp, Mr.
and Mr. Freeman. The team
will also meet professors who teach
special courses in education such
as Zurko, Ling and Sexton as well
as many students in the program.
On Friday the team will present
the draft of their report to PresiHar-war-

.v
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1
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dent Copeland, Dean Holliday,

.
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J
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.V
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Dean Harward, Dr. Hoffman, Education Department Chair and Edu-

cation Professors.

-

Should the

school not be in compliance with
standards Dr. Hoffman will go
before the board in Columbus for a

reconciliation meeting. Wooster

it
came through the August
successfully and no major problems are expected.
pre-aud-
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Tyrone Williams

Women

Sarah Brownell

Treasurer Secretary
5

And

Computers

John Fernandez

Cyndi Green

Student
rvices

Public
(

Relations

Running Uncontested

FOR SALE
Spinet-Consol-

Continued from Page 4

the computer will become the central tool in over 25 percent of all
jobs.
Technologically displaced workers are generally not retrained for
the new jobs technology has created. Furthermore, women do not
seem to be pursuing educational
opportunities to make them qualified for these new jobs.
Even at the College of Wooster,
men outnumber women in computa ratio of 2:1. Psyer courses-bchologists identify the female
"math phobia" as partly responsible for this.
However, using a computer requires procedural thinking and logic rather than spatial applications,
and there are no sexual differences
in the ability to use logic.
The problem is more likely one of
access. Children are first exposed
to computers in video arcades or at
home where most of the software
has themes of aggression or violence. Since these themes are less
appealing to girls, girls may not
&
develop an interest in computers.
As the jobs which have been the
J
mainstays of female employment "V
are being swept away by computer only
technology, women face a serious
threat The federal government has i.
enacted some legislation to help
women adapt to changes in job
requirements.
Project ACT (Access to Technolo--.
gy) offers a program specifically
designed to increase the number of
women employed in
technical jobs.
It is crucial that women be made
aware of the importance of techni-- l
cal knowledge, particularly com- puter literacy. The opportunities1'
'are many because the burgeoning;
computer and communications
are in need of qualified
people, both men and women.
y

high-payin- g,

in-j-dustr-
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IS IT

BUY

TRUE YOU CAN

JEEPS FOR

THROUGH THE U.S..
GOVERNMENT? GET
THE FACTS TODAY I
2
CALL (312)
EXT. 4097.

I,AMERICAN

742-114-

VSOCGTV

Help a friend get through
the day without a cigarette.
They might just quit
forever. And thafs
important. Because good
friends are hard to find.
And even tougher to lose.

$44

e

Piano Bargain

Wanted: Responsible

party to take over low
monthly payments on

spinet piano. Can be

locally. Write
Credit Manager: P. O.
seen

Box 537 Shelby vllle, IN

,46176.

--

clratn

THE GREAT
AMERICAN

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
u

o i

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

M.B.A.

SMOXEOUT

I
Over

ALTERATIONS
SEWING REPAIRS
410
V

East North St.

5 mlnut

263-61-

2

-

300

J'il.rlyl
W..,l. (Hi.

201
I

walk from th coilegal j

Varieties

Students of All Majors and Fields Invited
Come to our meetings to hear about our M.B.A. and
Ph.D. Programs and to ask any questions about the
curriculum, admission, financial aid, and career opportunities available in the following fields of
Finance
Economics

Marketing
Accounting
General Management

Health Administration
Public and NonProfit
Human Resources
Management Science
Policy

Tuesday, November 8, 1983
Contact Career Placement for

Sign-U-

ps
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Woody' s Wonder Shot
BY TOM WARD
Thank God for little miracles,
and for Tom Reading's Tommy
Armour nine iron.
Somewhere in the late afternoon
hours of Monday, Oct 31, Sherwood
Newell, better known as "Woody,"
knocked a worn Acushnet Pinnacle
golf ball some 130 yards into a four
and a quarter inch sphere.
Moments before Woody's shot,
Tom Reading held the honor on the
fifth hole of the L.C. Boles Memorial golf course. Reading was not
happy with the way he had directed
the dimpled pill and prepared to
send his club via satellite, when
Woody shouted, "Before you throw
your nine iron give it to me,
because I don't have one with me."
Woody took the Tommy Armour
club, performed one of. his smoother swings, and sent the ball toward
the" pin. His .'pinnacle ' golf ball
landed four feet in ' front Of the ,
stick, took one bounce, and plunged
into the cup.
Immediately Tom Reading uttered the profound articulation, "If.
went in!" Woody's response was a
bit more dynamic but by no means,'
epitomized the "thrill of victory" i
routine pushed by ABC's Wide'
World of Sports.
Newell reflected, "I kind of stood
t

I

Tfi

--

A A

41

,

To this the elder Newell replied,
"What were you doing on the golf
course when you should be studying?'
We here at the . Wooster , Voice
would like to commend Sherwood
Newell on his tremendous exhibition of athletic prowess. We would
like to praise the courage he displayed in abandoning the safety of
his own bag for an unfamiliar golf
implement
Even if the college does not erect
a plaque on the oak by . the fifth
hole's green, we will remember
your famous shot Sherwood. '
And we leave Mr. Newell with
but one small envoy. "Woody it is
true, you've shot a hole in one, and
you can open your eyes now bud- .
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Muskies Snap The Scots' Line

hole-in-o-

Muskingum Rallies To Defeat Wooster,
By PETE BOTH
Last Saturday, October 29, with
the momentum and confidence on
their side because of two consecutive OAC wins, the Fighting Scots
took on the Fighting Huskies of
Muskingum College. Wooster cast-e- d
its line but came up empty,
losing a heartbreaking come from
behind effort by Muskingum,
),
ended Woos-ter- 's
Muskingum, 3
five year domination of the
26-2-2.

5--

(3-1-

contest. Murphy's Law, which

states whatever can go wrong, will
go wrong, was applicable to both
team's to a certain extent throughout the game.
On this warm and sunny day, the
game started on a good note for the
Scots. On the opening kickoff, the
Muskingum kickoff returner fumbled the ball, and the Scots recovered the ball on the Muskie nine
yard line. Three plays later, fullback Rick Stern dove into the
endzone from one yard out. With
the Scots were
Latiff s extra-poin- t,
quickly up 0 with 13:41 left in the
(
first quarter.
After Wooster kicked off, the
Muskies were unable to sustain any
kind of offensive attack, and were
forced to punt from their own 14
yard-linWooster's defensive end
Dave Dalrymple charged in and
blocked the punt. The ball rolled
out of the endzone, and the Scots
were rewarded a safety and led
with 11:49 left in the quarter.
The Scots'good fortune continued.
The Muskies punted from their own
20 yard-lin- e
after the safety, and
ten plays later, Wooster's quarterback Phil Lucchese ran into the
endzone from two yards out. The
Latiff. who was 12- 7--

e.

9--

ever-consiste- nt

0

26-2- 2

3
with 5:59
in the previous games, drilled Wooster's lead to
the halftime
remained
left,
it
and
the ball through the goalposts, in
creasing Wooster's advantage to 16- - score.
In the first half, Wooster held the
0 with 7:47 left in the quarter.
Everything seemed to get better advantage in the offensive statisthe Muskies
for the Scots and worse for Muskin- tics. They outrushed
and outpassed them
gum. On the ensuing kickoff, the
stepped out of Lucchese was nearly picture- per
Muskie
seven
his
of
six
completing
bounds on the seven yard line. feet,
However, the Scots found out that passes. For the game, he threw 13
passes in 19 attempts.
bad luck comes as easily as good.
In the third quarter both teams
On third down and ten from their
did
the Muskies got a, displayed some drives which
own 36 yard-linany scores. Muskinbreak on a pass interference play, not amount toScots
a shock on a 33
moving the ball to the Wooster 32 gum gave the
Wooster J9
the
to
down
run
yard
Muskinyard-linplays
later
Four
but came up empty on an
gum got on the board with a one yard-linfailed, attempted field goal.
yard run. The extra-poiWith 7:25 remaining in the con-- -,
16--6
3:57
with
left
led
and Wooster
everything went awry for the
test,
in the first quarter.
The Scots got the ball right back, Scots. Muskingum scored on a-o-a i. .24
tne score
and sustained a good drive behind yard pass, making
only scored
not
were
Scots
The
who
Stern,
bthe power running of
upon, but they were also cnargea
rusnea xor m oi ms do ioiai
conduct
Wooster had to settle for a 33 yard with an unsportsmanlike
extra-poiThere
on
the
penalty
making
the
field goal by Latiff.
was assessea on
score 19-- 6 Wooster with 13:33 re- fore, tne penalty
the kickoff. .letting the Muskiesmaining in the half.
kickoff from the Wooster 45 yardto
were
unable
The Muskies
"
line.
possesmove the ball on their next
Wooster
had for
chance
Whatever
sion, and had to punt the ball away
crown
Division
OAC
Red
an
van'
territory
From
deep into Wooster
quarterback ished on the ensuing kickoff. The
his own four yard-lin01 an
Lucchese darted 72 yards down the Scots were victims
recovered
Muskies
and
the
kick,
24
Muskingum
to
the
right side
the ball on the Wooster 36 yard-linyard-linWith the help of a 15 yard run
Wooster could not punch it over for
Musa touchdown, and had to settle for a and two nine yard runs, the yard-linone
Wooster
to
the
drove
kies
This
Latiff.
by
35 yard field goal
Muskingum charged in for the
increased Wooster's lead to 22-score, but the two point conversion
'
with 9:04 left in the half.
With the help of a Wooster per- attempt failed. With 6:14 remaining
led
sonal foul in a fourth down situa- in the game Muskingum
Wooster gained possession of the
tion, Muskingum countered on the
next play with a 37 yard touchdown ball twice, but was never able to
Continued on Page 16
trimmed
run. The extra-poi22-1-

12

144-12-

kick-return-

:d'X3&JD

86-5-8.

3,

er

tnte.M

Undoubtedly Woody .was not aware f
of the fact that the chance of an.
on a I
amateur hitting a
23,266-to-- 1
particular hole is 14,879-to-- l,
when using a borrowed Tommy
Armour nine iron, and 36,593-to- -l
when someone is actually there to
ne

attest the feat
.When Sherwood finished the
round, he shuffled off to the pro
shop to call his father, who is also
.

J
'SSSPS!f&

father of his aUdeUc accomplish- ment, one that his father has yet to um& iteelroa aote famedcoll feeU la
achieve after 41 years of striking at foreground). Photography fy, Vreai
Jaatsen.
a small, white globe.
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'Blazers Finish Third
At Centennial Meet

Scots Kicked By Wright State, Heidelberg
Princes handed the Scots a
By JOHN STAPLE TON
defeat Despite the Scots statistical
The Wooster Soccer team fell to a domination, they just could not get
dismal
season tally with con- the ball in the net. Wooster doubled
secutive shutout losses to Wright Heidelberg shots,
and out
yet still
State and Heidelberg. An anemic corner kicked them,
offensive attack continued to lost their first game ever to the
plague Wooster as they have failed
to score a goal in their last three
2--

0

4-1- 1-1

26-1- 3,

9-- 2,

.

contests.
A talented Wright State team
dropped the Scots 0 on foreign soil
October 26. "We had tremendous
difficulty in the middle of the
field," commented Coach Bob Nye.
"We couldn't match up with them
and play effective defense," added
Nye. Wright State's 39 shots was
testimony to this. " The deep defenders played very well in light of
Wright State's numerous scoring
opportunities. They really could
have blown us away."
Though the Scots managed only
' nine shots the entire contest,
three
of these were open breaks on which
Wooster failed to capitalize. Nye
reflected, "If we could have scored
on a couple of those opportunities
at least the game would have been
interesting."
Wooster faired no better .last
weekend as the visiting Student

I

.

3--

Princes. Heidelberg had never

scored more than one goal against
the Scots.
The Scots wrap up their season
Tuesday at 3:00 when they host
perennial powerhouse Bowling
Green.

By TOM WARD

Saturday, October 29, marked a
disappointing day for Wooster
sports. The performance turned in
by the Women's Cross Country
team exemplified the misfortune
that was fated for the. Scots and
.

Scotties.
The Scottie Traiiblarers were favored to win this year's Centennial
Athletic Champonship at
But the Trailblaseri lost that
Ohio-Wes-leya- n.

competitive edge 'somewhere between Wooster and Delaware, while
n
the women from Kenyon and Ober-lidecided to turn on the lets. :
"
Kenyon snared the championship"
with 61 points. Coach Craig Penny
stated that "they just had more
overall team improvement.'' But it
was Oberlin's. performance (66
points, second place that baffled
Penney. The Scotties had cruised
by Oberlin at the Wooster Invita
tional. But on Saturday two Yeo- women who had never bettered 21
minutes, finished under that mark
and pushed Oberlin past Wooster
(69 points).
Marietta edged, out Denison 85 to
86 for fourth place. Muskingum
(119 points) was a distant sixth.
.

.

i"

i

I-

I?

-

i

.

Host Ohio Wesleyan.

lace, Otterbeur and Capital could
not field the required five runners
needed to compete in the champi-

Peter Bofle tattle a Heidelberg boater daring Saturday's game. The Scots
were thnt oat t by the Student Prince. Photograph by Cheryl Lower.

onship.
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Harriers Tenth At

Women's

OAC Championships

By DAVID BOOP
The injuries and illness which
plagued the College of Wooster
Men's Cross Country team throughout the second half of the season,

-

'

clearly effected the team this past
weekend as they finished a disappointing tenth at the OAC Championships. Although the Scots moved
up three places from last year's
cellar position, they showed signs
last Saturday that they could have
used another week or two to fully
recover from their ailments.
Paul Fleming finished off one of
the finest and most consistent
years that a Scot harrier has had in
quite a few years. His 18th place in
a time of 27:44 qualified him for the
regional competition next week at
Adrian, Mich.- Only a freshman,
Fleming could go on to become one
of the best Wooster has had in the
sport of cross country.
Senior BOl Jackson finished his
cross country career at Wooster in
37th place and a time of 28:23.
Jackson was unable to shake off
the effects of illness in his last race
and thus did not qualify for reglon-alAlong with Jackson, seniors
Dave Means and Andy Baird saw
their last action In a College of
Wooster uniform.
Freshman Dave Dean and junior
Ken Godlewski finished within 20
seconds of each other in 50th and
-

-

s.

'

I

Dennis

South Market St.
Wooster, Oh.o 4491

57th

places respectively.

Dean-crosse-

in 28:57 while Godlewski
came in at 29:17. Dave Brandt and
Al Jacobsen rounded out the varsity with 69th and 73rd places.
Baldwin-Wallac- e
and Mount Union proved again thattheyare at the
top of the running pack in the OAC.
B-won the conference meet with
W

an impressive 27 points while
Mount finished second with 50
points. Otterbein'f 96 points and
Marietta's 139 points captured third
and fourth while propelling these
two teams to the regionals along
with B-and Mount. Wooster tallied 233 points in finUMng tenth.
This was the last OAC Championship Wooster will participate in as
they join their new conference next
year.
Tm disappointed in the place
but Fm not bitter about the solid
progress ' maTte- by the team this
year," commented coach Jim
Bean. He continued. "With Jackson
ailing and Baird having, to drop oat
due to injury we could not finish
seventh or eighth as we should
have. No one ran their best races
but there is no bitterness."
With the formation of the new
league and a strong nucleus of men
returning next year should see the
cross country program improve
even more.
W

-
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Penney explained that the wom
en's subpar performances were
partly due to the fact "that we
hadn't, run a competitive 3.1 (mile
race) since October t. The team

lost the competitive edge, the little
aggressiveness; they needed." The
Trailblazers ran a little too conservatively and did not "go out and

BY BETTY TITLE AND
CYNDY BURNS
After a two week break as a
result of two forfeits, the Wooster
Women's Soccer team looked forward to a win at Wilmington College last Saturday. The fate of the
tournament rode on the outcome of

this game.

.

Although Wooster dominated at
both ends of the field, the team
failed to score resulting in a tie

game

Baldwin-W- al

get after the meet" added Penney.
Liz Moran pushed past Am
Smith for the first time since thi
GLCA and collared fifth olace oven
a time of 20:14. SmitS
all with
a
l
fiL a
gainea
time
iwn piace wnn
and Becky Pickett followed with i
time of 20:53, good enough for 14Uf
overall. But the Trailblazers onM
placed three runners in the top 15
and this proved to be the differenc
between third and first place. Am;
Cilimburff. 21:24. whs was not dea
ignated by Penney to count in tM
in
overall team standings, shaved Be'
Roberts, 21:25, 18th place
3
Jean Dannwakf. 21;44. 22nd nlari
Shelley Sybrandt, 22:16, Kate Las!
key, 22:29, and Kathy LoveU, 22:371
30th place, had all recorded bette:!
performances. Theresa De Guzma
I
did not finish the contest
Penney noted that the womei
had trained intensely all week?
"They worked harder than the:?
ever had before. Now they mus!
learn to apply that determination to
race situations" said Penney.
Many of the Trailblazers did no
perform at their best, but the tean.
only finished eight points back
. place. . Penney
optimistically
added "the championship was i
super learning experience, a lo
like the Indiana meet"
Penney ' has scheduled a homi
meet for Thursday, November 3.
against Division n Malone College;
This tough NAIA school should givi
Wooster a. real fight Penney hope4
ttita jliisnl mAstf earl 11 nvmeM h
women for the Regional Qualifier:!
on November 12. Penney says thaf
Malone "will be good for us, mak
us be aggressive."
1

,
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SAVES YOU $$

Throughout this physical

0-- 0.

battle between the two evenly
matched teams, the Scotties pene-

trated Wilmington's defense with
several shots on goal.
Betty Title and Mandy Burr '
--

worked together to provide a strong
offensive threat while Pam Seaman
and Karen Doerbaum led the impermeable defensive force.
Dave Young, second year coach
of the Wooster Women's Team
stated, "The game with Wilmington
was no doubt the best game the
Scotties have played . all season.
Everyone played extremely well;
we just did not get the lucky break
we needed."
The team's record now stands at
with nigh hopes of gaining a
spot in the tournament held at Ohio
State on Nov. 5. At this point the
tournament spot remains to be
decided.
Wooster is in close running with
both Xavier and Oberlin for the
fourth position in the league. Given
the spot in the tournament the
Scotties will face three challenging
contests with Ohio State University,
Miami University and Denison University. .
3-3- -2,

,
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Cagers Tie OSU, Smack Wesleyan Rugby Club
BY JUDY SKWTERTZ '

Last week the women's field goal and over

Boots Kenyon

penalty corners.
BY JOHN PETRI!
hockey team played two very good5 Martin led the shooting sheet with
On October 29, the College of,
games against Ohio State Universi- 11 shots on goal with Patty Rud-ma-n
ty and Ohio Wesleyan University.
second with 7 shots of her Wooster Rugby Club traveled to
Kenyon for a match and emerged
Both the defense and the offense own.
Julie Schubert and Deb Bianco as victors by the score of 14-showed what they were made of.
.The Ohio State game was played both had 4, and Marty Caroly had Dave Mahood, Craig Eisenfelder
on Wednesday on Ohio State's astr- one attempt at getting the ball in and Bob Black scored one try
o-turf
field, and the defense held the cage. The first goal was scored apiece and Black also added one
by Carol Martin late in the first conversion. The key to the Wooster
OSU back to keep the score to
even through two overtimes. OSU half,' with the second one going in win was their ability to minimize
out-shWooster)ith 21 to 2 shots during the second half, making the penalties, which had plagued them
throughout the season.
on goal and 17 to 2 penalty corners, final score
The ball moved close to the
The Kenyon side was also unable
but the defense held tough with 7
saves by goalie Skwierts and 6 Wooster cage twice during the to match Wooster's stamina in a
whole game, with the offense total game that was played in long
defensive saves.
halves. In general, the pace
Three of the defensive .saver ly dominating the play. After these
were by Ellen Wright, one was by two games the record for the Scot-tie- s and momentum of the match was
slow due to the large number of
is now
.
Lisa Blackadar and the last two
Today., Wooster hosts the first scrums, and the frequency of kicks
were by Sue Wagner. The key
factor, in Wednesday's game was rounds of the NCAA third division. by both sides made the contest
n
coverage of Field Hockey Nationals with, the more defensive than offensive.
the . fine
The Wooster
also van--,
the defense; it succeeded in com- Scotties playing- - the team from
Smith College in Massachusetts at qulshed their. Kenyon rival by a
pletely fouling OSUs scoring.
Kent Thurston and
The two shots on goal were by 3 p.m. on the Cindy Barr playing score of 12-Mike Phelps each scored tries and
Carol Martin during the overtime field.
Jeff
The winner of that match will go two conversions were made-b- y
periods when Wooster-starteto
on and play fourth-seate- d
pressure the first division school.
Denison Berichon. This weekend, Wooster
The next day against Ohio Wes- here on Saturday. Come cheer 11th hosts Ohio Wesleyan with the game
scheduled to start Saturday at 2:30.
leyan, the offense was able to take ranked Wooster onto the semi-finaof nationals on Friday.
the game away with 27 shots on
20

3.

0-- 0,
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Volleyball Squad Now
By CAROLYN MATTHEWS
As has been most of the season,
last week was no different, as the

Women's Volleyball team performed inconsistently. They posted
three victories in a row, then
dropped two.
On Oct. 25, the Scotties faced
CAC foe Muskingum.

What proba-

bly should have been an. easier
victory turned into flve grading
games with Wooster prevailing

15-1- 0,

and
After the first game Wooster
didn't play like a team, and the
Muskies quickly took the next two
games. Muskingum was a very
persistent team. They chased ev
10-1- 5,

7-1-

5,

15-1- 1,

15-1- 2.

10-1-

3

erything and put their all into the
contest. Finally in the fourth and
fifth games Wooster pulled together
and' played two respectable games.
Tammy Allen, who had been having trouble with her serve, served
well during game four, - and in
game five it seemed everything
Karen Light touched was either a
point for the Scotties or gave Woo-- m
i
ster the ball backv
Bluffton and John Carroll visited
Wooster on Oct. 27 and both teams
went home a little unhappier than
they came. Wooster defeated Bluff-to- n
15-and 15-- Again the
Continued on Page If

?t

4,

7-1-

5,

6.

The World
According Ta Wardy
Somewherwfa the Woridot SpotutT
..4. 4.
Remember when the only problem an offensive tackle had was
where to look for his misplaced team playbook. Remember when a
ballplayer's only dilemma was how to keep from swallowing his
tobacco while sliding head first into second base.
.These kinds of athletic mistakes could briefly distort the
American sports fan's opinion of bis beloved sports hero. If an athlete
aecidently digested his chew, or forgot to make the crucial trap block
on fourth down (because his playbook was under one of the beds at
the local Holiday Inn) be was temporarily removed from the game.
The sports fan would react to the athlete's blunder by shouting
short words with many defined consonants.' And then perhaps he
would throw a pillow or two at the television set. Bat the sports fan
would regain composure and come to forgive the admired athlete.
After an, they were made of flesh and bone, and ate Wheattes like
'
"
.
the rest trf America. . .'' ' T
"
: lls
-Those days are gone,
Now today's athlete prefers a diet of tiny white flakes. But unlike
Wheaties these flakes are taken through the nose, and are not .
' v
fortified with fourteen essential vitamins end minerals.
four- - Kansas City Royals pleaded guilty to
On October
possession of cocaine. The drug crimes of Willie Wilson, WlSte
Aikens. Jerry Martin, and Vida Blue stunned the Kansas City
baseball community. The eltixens of this conservative area were
shocked and angered to find four of their beloved athletes In the
able to
throws of cocaine. Amazingly, these ballplayers were
V
their cases down to federal misdemeanors. ' '
Tony
In early September Washington Redskin defensive back'
Peters pleaded guilty of conspiring to sen $115,000 worth of- - cocaine.
But recently Peters was a quitted without a Jail 'sentence or any
major fine. His "punishment" will consist of numerous days of
,
"public service" for the Washington community.
But I must now ask the disttlusioned American sports fan the
;f
baffling question What is public service?
?
I consider my position here at The Wooster Voice public service.
With the help of other sports writers. I am voluntarily working to
provide a total picture of sports here at Wooster, and expose bits of
sports facts. Does this mean Mr. Peters can walk into Georgetown
University and opt to serve out his "sentence" as sports editor of the
school paper? Probably noC But I soundly believe - that any
punishment, outside of a period behind bars, i .:. insubstantial
castigation for the massive felony Tony Peters has committed. Once
again the ourt system has.viewed
the criminal S4hleto through eyea
'
: '.' .
fun of pity and sorrow.- .
But there remains a few haunting questions which must be
.
researched. How completely have drugs poisoned the American
sports scene? Are these individuals who pursue cocaine as if it were
Tutankhamen's treasure a majority in American sport? Or are these
athletes a small minority who are scorned by their athletic peers?
Does Luis Tiant really believe Yankee Franks taste great? Does
Mike Schmidt really believe Lee Jeans are comfortable? Or would
these athletes and others rather spend their cash on other assorted
merchandise?
'tJ ,r6 ZiVi'-y-- i . v".
Whatever the answers to these sports trivia questions of the
what exactly is
future, the American sports fan has the right
going on behind the scenes in Texas Stadium or Madison Square
Garden. American sports must be cleansed of the drug problem that
is poisoning its traditional idealogy and. the recreational enjoyment it
provides for society. One must not forget the millions of American
children who look upon local athletes as demigods. The children of ,
Kansas City are still whispering in schools about their fallen heroes. The American sports fan has the right to know: that he is
cheering for athletes who possess complete control over their minds
and bodies. American children who value sports; must not be
deceived by certain athletes false portrayals of determination and
--
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Scrimmage Scheduled
The IMS edition of the Fighting
Scot basketball team will hold an
d
scrimmage on Thursday, Nov. 10,. 7:30 p.m. in the
intra-squa-

Timken Gymnasium. The scim-mag- e
is open to the entire campus
community and will provide an
excellent opportunity for Wooster.
fans to become acquainted with the
first year coach. Wooster's new
explosive fast break offense is the
creation of coach Lu Wims.
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Today the magic of American sport can temporarily, unite the
by
American people. Who win ever, forget the joy and pride created
the. breathtaking victories of the Olympicnheekey team in 180. But the parasite of drugs in American sport must be examined
and terminated immediately,' Or there may soon .come time when
the stadiums are silent, and nobody cares where the playbook lies.
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Typewriter Repair jAnd ttainf ena nee
uppfies
Rentals Cleanings
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2522 Cleveland
Steve Goodwin ssaaeuven the ball past a Baldwin Wallace defender. Wooster blanket the visitors M.:
I
Photograph by Cheryl Lower.
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NCAA Tables

Freshmen
Eligibility Issue Until 1985
(CPS)
The National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA), battered by revolts and conflicts over

everything from television contracts to athletes' grades, has "sur-

prised" some of its internal reformers by trying to stop efforts to keep
freshmen off college varsity teams.
The reformers, however, will try
to force the issue anyway, College
Press Service has learned.
The NCAA's ruling council decid-

last week not to sponsor a
measure at its January convention
that would prohibit freshmen from
ed

playing on the teams.. The council
"wanted to study (the proposal) for
a year," explains Ted Tow, the
NCAA's assistant executive director.
"We didn't expect (the NCAA) to
,

says

embrace the proposal,"

Charles Young, UCLA's chancellor
and one of the reformers who
wants to keep freshmen off varsity
teams, "but I'm surprised they
didn't even think it was worth
putting up for a vote at the convention."
Young

part of a

is also

14-mem- ber

committee appointed last year to review a variety of
scholastic problems in intercollegiate sports.
The committee suggested that
keeping freshmen off varsity teams
was a good way to help the student-athletadjust to college academiNCAA

es

cally.

.

"The transition from high school
to college
especially in recent
years when there's been a lack of
preparedness in high schools
is a
difficult problem to begin with,"
Young points out
"But then to take these students,

and put them into intensive,

com-

petitive sports programs
often
before they've even entered classes
for the first time cannot help but
make the transition more difficult
and have a negative impact on the
students."
Young and his committee wanted
"to give them a year to grow
emotionally and intellectually" before routing them into "demand- -

ing" sports programs.
The Ivy League is the only conference that now prohibits freshmen from playing varsity-levsports. Tow points out
Freshmen at schools belonging to
the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA)
which oversees intercollegiate
sports among smaller colleges
can also play varsity sports. Tie
NAtA, moreover, has "no plans at
this time" to change its freshmen
eligibility rules, NAIA spokesman
Charlie Eppler says.
The NCAA's executive council
doens't want to, either. Tow says
the council wasn't convinced bar1"
ring freshmen would lessen the
pressure on students.
Despite the council's decision not
to bring up the eligibility question
itself, the issue is far from dead.
"Any six member institutions on
the NCAA can submit (the measure) for a vote at the convention,"
if they make their request by
November 1, 1983, Tow points out
"And they very well may."
They'll try. "I certainly will do
all I can to (get a vote call)
together," Young promises. "My
feeling is the proposal probably
won't pass at the convention, but if
it is voted on it will at least
generate some discussion and pave
the way for a more favorable vote
next year."
There will be other challenges to
the NCAA's ruling body, too.
Last week, the American Council
on Education officially approved a
bid by some college presidents to
form a new governing body within
the NCAA. It would wrest power
el

Football

Flrst-Tim-

Continued from Pag 13
produce the touchdown needed to
win ine game.
Since they had led by as many as
16 points, and had a shot at the OAC .''
Red Division title, this loss was a I
difficult one for Wooster. Further- more, Wooster bettered the lius-- .
kies in total offensive yards, 366- -'
363. The Scots rushed for 225 yards
in the game. With- help from his 72 a
yard run, Lucchese accounted for a
131 yards on 13 carries.
game-hig-h
On the other hand, the Muskies.
rushed for 221 yards in the game,
and 98 in the second half. The
Muskies outgained the Scots in
The
total passing yards,
Scots were outdone in passing in
the second half
Tomorrow at 1:30, the Scots, 5
(2-will try to regroup against the
e.
buzzing Yellow Jackets of
B-4
has won
four consecutive OAC games. The
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trounced Heidleberg last Saturday
32-1- 4.
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over sports "finance, academic
standards and institutional integrity" from the NCAA's executive

council.
The ACE will present its bid at
the January convention, to be held
in Dallas.
Also last week, the UJS. Supreme
Court agreed to review a lawsuit
filed by some 30
schools who want more control
over television football contracts.
NCAA-memb-

er

--

Volleyball
.

Continued from Page 15

team looked fine in games one and
three, but sometimes during game
two, one would think that the women had never played together and
or heard the word communication.
It was almost the same way in
the first game against John Carroll. Then, as if something clicked,
the Scotties whipped John Carroll
in the next two games. The final
15-15-scores were
The two losses came against Ohio
Northern and Findlay on Saturday,
Oct. 29. Having setter Noca Land
out sick and Karen Light playing a
little under the weather did not
help as Ohio Northern won 15-- 15-Land did play In that match, but
she did not play against Findlay at
alL Bernice Walker did a good job
replacing her: Again poor serving
and lack of concentration helped
lead to Wboster's downfall Findlay
and 15-- 4.
won In two games
3
and
overall
now
Wooster is
finishes op their regular season
play this week. Their CAC record is
good and that should assure the
team a good spot in the Conference
Tournament
9-1-
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